Brought to our home, and Grandfather had designed it for my grandparents back in the day, October 28, at Beth Israel Congregation in Ann Arbor.

There are five lakes nearby — learn your geography. And the Mediterranean Sea in Italy. Okay! Fine. A saleswoman set aside for me at Gostiny Dvor, I couldn’t say no. Maybe well sell it at a flea market and have some money to travel. Do you want to see Venice? Can you believe we will soon see the world?”

I don’t know why Mama puts off our departure and why she goes to the center of Leningrad every day.

“Look what I found, Alëna,” she says as she puts down a painted rooster and a horse on the table. “See here, this is the year of the Rooster and it’s our sign in the Chinese horoscope! You take this happy guy with flowers, and I’ll take that sad horse.”

“Why are you sad, Mama?”

“Who said I am sad? I am just joking, Alëna. Why do you take everything for a silver coin?”

May arrives. I want to go to the May Day parade. Mama says no. The day after, there is a trail of ripped balloons, flags, and candy wrappers trampled in the mud, where the parade had passed.

“I don’t like May,” Mama says. “May is unlucky. We won’t travel in May.”

A subpoena arrives in the mail, a request to make a witness statement for some ongoing and unspecified investigation. No signature required. Sent by the ORKhSS, the state law-enforcement agency for combating economic crimes.

“What should I do?” Mama asks Yuri. “Get on the next flight out of the country.”

“What should I be afraid of? I have never broken the law. No, I’ll go and answer their questions. This might be about Kosmetika, and maybe I’ll help exonerate someone.”

I remember coming home from school on the day she went there, to find three men scouring our nearly empty apartment, flipping over what’s left of our things — our bed-sheets, pillows, our clothes, bedding, books, crafts, and suitcases. Mama stood in our tiny hallway, leaning against a door jamb, looking as if she were not present in the moment. Movers? But these men were not picking up but scattering, Burglars?

“Who are these people, Mama?”

“Go for a walk, Alëna.”

One of the men overheard her and said to his crew, “We are almost done here. Let’s go.”

Another man walks out of the bedroom, carrying a dusty bottle of rubbing alcohol and a couple of small manicure sets that I used to trim my Olympic teddy bear’s toes.

“Mama, are these men from your work?”

The men leave. She sits down, lights a cigarette, and stays silent.

“Mama! Mama! . . . Mamm! Mama!”

“They took our visas.”


Our empty kitchen shimmers, the walls pixelate and dissolve into white. Mama stays as still as an ancient sphinx, swaddled in a drape over cupboards holding some forsaken old country samovar they will have purchased at a yard sale in Brooklyn or, years later, on eBay from immigrants’ descendants. She brings souvenir playing cards with pictures of harlequins, theater binoculars that are mostly useless, but she can’t let alone afford, the military ones so valued in Rome. And a brown teddy bear, a mascot of the Moscow 1980 Olympic Games. “These are collectibles,” she says emphatically. “You may get top dollar for them one day.” Then she brings home a spear gun, an accident in the making.

Going fishing, Mama! There is no sea in Ann Arbor.

An excerpt from Yelena Lembersky and Galina Lembersky’s memoir Like a Drop of Ink in a Downpour, reprinted with permission from Punctured Lines blog by Olga Zilberbourg.
From the Editor

This October issue of the WJN is arranged a little differently, with Yelena Lembersky’s memoir on the front page. In learning more about her, I discovered the blog “Punctured Lines: Post Soviet Literature in and outside the Former Soviet Union.” What a well spring! Lembersky will be reading at Beth Israel on October 28.

This issue also includes two longer articles about the Ann Arbor Public School board elections and about the strike at Eastern Michigan University. These are both in the “doykayt” (a Yiddish term that means ‘here ness’) category. Doykayt means taking seriously, as Jews, where we live in the Diaspora. I hope readers see the importance of this information embedded within news particular to the Jewish community.

A longtime friend of mine recently posted on Facebook about the political philosopher Hannah Arendt, that she once said that nothing was true. ‘Think that everything was possible and that nothing was true,’ Arendt wrote, was for each person to think deeply.

Temple Beth Emeth, Ann Arbor, seeks an EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR who will be a thoughtful and creative partner with our Senior Rabbi and each member of the senior staff.

TBE is a warm and welcoming community with 540 membership units. The position will begin as early as December 1, 2022; applications will be reviewed on or before October 15, 2022. For further details about applying for the position, visit our website: www.templebethemeth.org/employment.html
Second annual A2 Artoberfest Fine Art Fair

The Guild of Artists & Artisans is proud to announce the second annual A2 Artoberfest Fine Art Fair, Saturday and Sunday October 8 and 9, in downtown Ann Arbor. The event stretches across Ann Street and North Fourth Avenue from Huron into the charming Kerrytown area. This intimate and rich celebration of the arts will feature 100 jury selected artists, live entertainment, food vendors, art activities, and several adult beverage offerings including craft cocktails from the Ann Arbor Brewing Company, Brew Detroit, and Drafting Table.

New this year, fairgoers can explore even more artists such as: jeweler Julie Billups [Ada, MI]; ceramic artists Sarah & Thomas Gelsanliter — One Acre Ceramics [Milan, MI]; and last year’s inaugural A2 Artoberfest featured artist and painter, Annette Poitau [Oberlin, OH].

This year’s featured artwork, included on the 2022 A2 Artoberfest poster and promotional materials, is a collaborative work created by husband and wife artists Steph I. Hogan, mixed media artist, and Daniel Hogan, illustrator [Lansing, MI]. Some new artists to this year’s show include: printmaker Mady Chen — Apple & Thistle [Clawson, MI]; photographer Sara Beck [Jasper, AL]; and ceramicist Janelle Songer [Beverly, MI]. Additionally, A2 Artoberfest will include several local artists including: printmaker Jesse Richard [Ann Arbor, MI]; and jeweler Kristin Perkins [Ypsilanti, MI]. For more information and a complete list of participating artists visit A2Artoberfest.org.

Coinciding with the first weekend of Ann Arbor Spark’s A2Tech360, The Guild is excited to continue its partnership with Spark featuring a new SPARK Creativity award. Voted on by fairgoers, the SPARK Creativity award, in partnership with A2Tech360, celebrates artists using technology in their artmaking process and includes artists such as: illustrator Paul King [Beulah, MI], who uses a proprietary airbrush program to hand-draw his musician portraits; jeweler Melissa Banks [Chicago, IL], who uses a variety of mapping programs and graphic design platforms to create his artwork. Fairgoers can help select this year’s recipient of this award by attending the fair and voting for their favorite eligible artist online.

Sip, shop, and savor the beautiful fall weather, talented artisans, and wonderful tunes from various entertainers. Headliners for this year’s event include returning performers and local fan favorites Reverie from 1-3 p.m and DJ Bate from 3:30-6:30 p.m. on Saturday, October 8. The entertainment will continue with Ann Arbor School of Rock kicking things off on Sunday, October 9 at 10:30 a.m. and indie/R&B musician Reina Mystique from 1:30-3:30 p.m. Local partners such as the Ann Arbor Hands-on Museum, TeaHaus, and Mindo Chocolate will also be coming out to the streets to provide activities and creative projects for fairgoers to enjoy:

- Mystique from 1:30–3:30 p.m. Local partners such as the Ann Arbor Hands-on Museum, TeaHaus, and Mindo Chocolate will also be coming out to the streets to provide activities and creative projects for fairgoers to enjoy:

- Saturday, October 8 at 1:30 p.m. Entertainers include: WonderWoman’s Nailed It, TeaHaus, and Step & Repeat.
- Sunday, October 9 at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. Entertainers include: Mindo Chocolate, TeaHaus, and Spinning Fields.
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This expanding Jewish university is doing some unusual things

Stewart Ain, originally for the JTA

When New York granted university status last February to what had been known until this year as Touro College, it signaled a milestone for what has become America’s largest Jewish-sponsored educational institution.

Touro University, now celebrating its 50th year, has grown far beyond its roots as a small college established by Dr. Bernard Lander in 1971 to give religious Jews a place to obtain a college degree without compromising their Jewish principles while more broadly serving humanity, with a special focus on those who have been historically underserved.

Today, Touro boasts 19,000 students across 36 schools spanning five U.S. states and four countries. Previously recognized as a university in California and Nevada before New York’s Board of Regents granted it university status, Touro offers everything from half a dozen medical schools to a Jewish theological seminary and yeshiva constructed out of Jerusalem limestone.

Touro is preparing to open a new medical school in Montana.

Montanans long have lamented the lack of any medical schools in their state, which has the nation’s third-highest suicide rate, ninth-oldest population, and ranks in the bottom 10 when it comes to healthcare quality, according to data from the Centers for Disease Control, US Census Bureau and healthcare rankings sources. Eleven of the state’s 56 counties don’t have doctors, and nearly every county has a shortage of healthcare professionals, according to the Montana Department of Labor and Industry.

Touro has plans to step into this vacuum with the establishment of a College of Osteopathic Medicine in Great Falls, a city of some 60,000 people. The school plans to accept 125 students to start and grow quickly to 500 students, with preference given for in-state residents.

With studies showing that 39 percent of physicians practice in the state where they completed medical school, the new school is expected to help address Montana’s physician shortage. It would also further Touro’s commitment to educating a diverse student population: Montana has a high proportion of native American residents, and medical personnel at Tribal health facilities are in dire scarcity.

Touro already runs colleges of osteopathic medicine in the Las Vegas area, the Harlem neighborhood of Manhattan, the city of Middletown in upstate New York, and Vallejo, California, not far from San Francisco. Touro’s MD program is at New York Medical College, the leafy Westchester County campus school that Touro acquired from the Roman Catholic Archdiocese in 2011. Today that campus includes programs in medicine, dentistry, physical therapy, speech pathology, public health, nursing, biostatistics, medical ethics and graduate-level biomedical sciences. Touro also runs several nursing and physician assistant programs around the country.

Most of Touro’s students are not Jewish, but its programs reflect the university’s rich Jewish character.

In New York, Touro long has been known as a place where Orthodox students could obtain a college degree without compromising their religious observance. But nationwide Touro actually has more non-Jewish students than Jews. It’s a sign of Touro’s dual mission of serving not just the Jewish community, but the wider world.

Nevertheless, Touro’s program and curricula reflect the university’s Jewish character. Every Touro campus offers kosher food, classes are suspended for the Sabbath and Jewish holidays, and professional training often includes Jewish elements.

For example, at New York Medical College, religion is part and parcel of the study of medical ethics. Students learn about the role religion plays in medical decision-making, and classes recently took a field trip to the Museum of Jewish Heritage in Manhattan where they discussed, among other things, the ethics of having an anesthesiologist participate in Israeli capture of Nazi mastermind Adolf Eichmann in Argentina in 1960.

The medical school is perhaps the only one in the country in which students are required to take a course in the history of medicine that includes a segment on bioethics after the Holocaust. The school also has an endowed chair in that area of study.

Touro’s dual mission to strengthen Jewish heritage while serving humanity generally, with a special focus on the historically underserved, is the idea behind not just the opening of the medical school in Montana, but also campuses near Las Vegas and San Francisco, Touro sends mobile medical units to provide free health care to elderly, homeless and other underserved populations.

Touro was the brainchild of a sociologist rabbi who led the school into his 90s and is now run by a doctor who has helped make it into a health-science powerhouse.

For decades, Touro was synonymous with the man who founded the university and turned it from a dream into an international institution: Bernard Lander, who designed Touro in a manner he hoped would enable observant Jews to go to college without enduring the secularizing influences of a large university campus. Students at Touro could schedule their classes around not just their religious obligations, but days spent in yeshiva.

Many of Touro’s students still combine their academic studies (in the evenings) with yeshiva learning (during the daytimes). A men’s college in Boro Park, Brooklyn, for example, caters largely to Hasidic students.

Shortly before Lander’s death in 2010 at the age of 94, Touro brought in Dr. Alan Kadish as senior provost and COO. A prominent cardiologist, teacher and administrator originally from New York who had taught at University of Michigan and had a 19-year tenure at Northwestern University, Kadish soon succeeded Lander as president and set to work orchestrating a significant strategic expansion while upholding Touro’s special Jewish character.

Today Touro has grown to encompass 36 programs — undergraduate as well as graduate and professional schools, including a dental school, six medical schools and a biomedical research institute in Albuquerque, New Mexico. Touro offers programs in accounting, psychology, occupational and physical therapy, pharmacy, nursing, education, Jewish studies, business, technology, and more.

When Touro opened its dental school at New York Medical College in 2016, it became the state’s first new dental school in nearly 50 years. The third dental college in the New York City region, it offers technically advanced training in digital dentistry. Underscoring the urgent need for more dental schools, Touro’s program currently attracts about 3,000 applications for its 110 slots, according to Touro officials. Touro Dental Health, the clinical teaching practice located at Touro’s dental school, recently launched a teledentistry service to serve patients online with urgent dental needs.

“Our decisions on where and when to expand are strategic. We’re focusing on where there’s real urgency,” Kadish said. “In the last two years, we’ve launched major projects and programs in incredibly short periods of time.”

“We’re able to launch a new medical school or a physician assistant program, for example, because we have the expertise and experience, and because people at Touro are always ready to join forces to offer the insight and input needed to make things happen. Our staff, faculty and administration are extremely dedicated to the mission.”

This story was sponsored by the Touro College and University System, which supports Jewish continuity and community while serving a diverse population of over 19,000 students across 36 schools. This article was produced by JTA’s native content team.
JCOR helps newcomer family settle in
Deborah Meyers Greene, JCOR volunteer

With only a week’s notice, JCOR (Jewish Congregations Organized for Resettlement) volunteers successfully welcomed the first newcomer family to Ann Arbor. Benson. “I am honored to have met so many people who make donations to help create a more person-centered meal approach. Also, the experience of the pandemic has illuminated a need for snacks and semi-prepared foods. An onsite commercial kitchen at JFS offers many opportunities to do good. The space can be used as a training venue for newly arrived refugees in need of building skills to work in a kitchen setting. A commercial space can be used as an incubator for clients who would like to sell food items. This space will also be used as a place for community members to come together as volunteers to tackle food insecurity. Food has always been a great source of connection. JFS began construction on the commercial kitchen, named Shalom Kitchen and made possible in large part by the generosity of one anonymous donor, during the summer of 2022. The project is anticipated to be completed by late fall. None of this would be possible without the support of several donors and grant funders. Key supporters include the Edward N. and Della L. Thome Memorial Foundation, McCalla Trust, a federal earmark, and a variety of individual contributors. And, there are still ways for the community to help: Financial contributions to the kitchen and JFS Nutrition Services are still needed, contact mgoodson@jfsannarbor.org to learn about opportunities. JFS Nutrition Services is always looking for volunteer support, especially drivers to deliver meals (and a friendly greeting) to seniors. Please contact volunteer@jfsannarbor.org to get involved.”

JFS breaks ground on Shalom Kitchen
Christine Taylor, Jewish Family Services

Jewish Family Services of Washtenaw County has begun construction of a commercial kitchen in its building on State Street.

In December of 2019, with the generous help of friends and investors, JFS purchased its forever home at 2245 S. State Street. Little did Jenlenmiş members know, and Jenlenmiş staff knew, our operations would be upended as we plunged into the COVID-19 pandemic. Demand for the Specialty Food Pantry (the only pantry offering Kosher, Halal, and medically tailored pantry items), which was already high, multiplied as the pandemic exacerbated food insecurity issues locally. In early COVID, JFS began delivering pantry items to homes (versus in-person utilization) and began delivering meals to seniors, becoming a Meals on Wheels affiliate agency. The major changes at JFS Nutrition Services, the purchase of the building, and the support of grants and donors sharing JFS’s passion and vision provided the perfect recipe for the JFS Shalom Kitchen project.

JFS has long been in the business of providing food to clients and community members in need, starting with a small cabinet in the executive director’s office decades ago. It has been the belief of the agency that no one should go hungry and that it is a shared responsibility to address food insecurity. Furthermore, JFS’s commitment to serve all, with dignity, has necessitated custom, personalized services. This once small cabinet evolved into a full-service food pantry featuring fresh produce and hard to acquire items and toiletries with the specific aim to target those with special needs. Food insecurity does not discriminate and those seeking resources should not have to compromise their health or cultural preferences.

In March of 2020, as the world locked down, the JFS pantry operations expanded dramatically. At no point during the early tumult did JFS cease operating its specialty food pantry. JFS staff worked in person as essential personnel, and navigated this new reality while the needs in the community were at an all-time high. The pantry quickly filled spaces in the newly acquired building, overflowing into boardrooms and classrooms used as nonperishable food storage and staging areas. Additionally, the local Meals on Wheels network was overwhelmed and could no longer keep up with community need. In the early weeks of COVID, JFS transitioned to contactless delivery of food, became a Meals on Wheels provider, and was able to secure kosher for Passover meals from New York City for Jewish community members in need.

The sequence of events from 2020 to the present day made clear that JFS was in a unique, and needed, position to expand nutrition capacity and construct a commercial kitchen. The pantry, even now, has outgrown the space it had previously held. The meals currently utilized are acquired from outside caterers, limiting cost control, quality assurance, and flexibility needed to create a more person-centered meal approach.

The Jewish Family Services of Washtenaw County has broken ground on a commercial kitchen in its building on State Street.

Thank you for your support!
Community

Cantor Annie Rose commences 13th season of her Spirituality Book Club

Cantor Annie Rose has shared the dates and titles for the 13th season of Spirituality Book Club. The book club meets September through April (except January) on second Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m. (Zoom only) and second Thursdays at noon (planning on in-person and on Zoom — to be determined monthly).

Cantor Annie has chosen four books for this year, each of the first three to be discussed over a two-month period, and the last, which is shorter, will be discussed in one month. "Each of the four authors writes compellingly on faith, doubt, and our ever-evolving understanding of religion and the nature of God," writes Cantor Annie, "and each book differs in format."

The book for September and October is Rabbi Toba Spitzer's God Is Here: Reimagining the Divine.

From God is Here: In a wonderful rabbinic commentary on God speaking at Sinai, the early rabbis taught that every Israelite received the divine Voice "according to their strength."

Whatever their age or gender or experience, each person received the Voice according to their personal ability or capacity. This teaching suggests that the Voice at Sinai could have overwhelmed those who experienced it — yet this did not happen. Each person was able to channel what they needed to receive in such a way that the Voice became life-sustaining instead of life-threatening.

Rabbi Sheila Pelz Weinberg's book God Loves the Stranger: Stories, Poems, Prayers will be discussed in November and December.

From God Loves the Stranger [from a section on laughter]: Chelm stories often speak about the strength of our ideas to keep us from seeing what is truly before us. Here is a good example.

Once, while walking down the street in Chelm, a man stops another, greets him like an old friend, and embraces him with affection. "Isaac, Isaac!" the man says. "What has happened to you, Isaac? Such a long time I have not seen you. Look at yourself. How you have changed. You used to have a fine head of hair, thick like a mop. Now you have a bald head. What a change. Isaac! Isaac! What a man you were. You used to be strong like an ox with big, powerful shoulders. Look at you now, Isaac — small and shrunken, nothing. Isaac — what a change! And your mustache, black and thick and shiny, shooting out from both sides like a sword. Ah, that was a mustache! Now, nothing but bare, pale skin. What a change! Isaac, Isaac, what has happened to you?"

"But I am not Isaac."

"Isaac, Isaac, so you have changed your name for a good reason!"

The February and March book will be God For Grownups: A Jewish Perspective by Rabbi Simeon J. Maslin.

From God for Grownups: The greatest — and at the same time, the most terrifying — gift that God has given to every human being as a birthright is free will. We ourselves decide whether to be good or evil, and God will not take that gift away from us because it is the most essential ingredient of our humanness. It is free will that makes us capable of our partnership with God. Without it, we could not be creative partners with God. Without free will, we would be mere playthings, marionettes dangling from God's strings.

And finally in April the book will be Rabbi Arthur Green's Judaism's Best 10 Ideas: A Brief Guide for Seekers.

From Judaism's 10 Best Ideas: The only value of monotheism is to make you realize that all beings, every creature — and that means the rock and the blade of grass as well as your pet lizard and your annoying neighbor next door — are all one in origin. You come from the same place. You were created in the same great act of love, God bestowing God's own grace on every creature that would ever come to be. Therefore — and this is the key line, the only one that really counts — treat them that way! They are all God's creatures, just as you are. They exist only because of the divine presence, the same divine presence that makes you exist. Get to know them! Get to love them! Discover the unique divine gift within each of them as well as the common bond of existence that draws you all together.

Live in amazement at the divine light strewn throughout the world. That's what it means to be a religious human being. Even if you do not take the story of creation literally — and I, for one, do not — seeing this amazement and wonder in all of existence is the beginning point of faith.

For more information on the Spirituality Book Club, write to Cantor Annie Rose, cantoronnie@gmail.com.

TBE events in October

Events and services are both in-person and/or virtual. Please see www.templebethemeth.org for full details, locations information, and links.

Tot Shabbat Service & Dinner Fridays at 5:45 p.m.
Join Rabbi Whinston and Cantor Hayut to celebrate Shabbat with fun activities, stories, songs, and age appropriate learning for children ages 0–5.

Shabbat Service Fridays at 7:30 p.m.

Saturday Shabbat service Saturdays at 10 a.m.

Weekday morning blessings Daily at 9:15 a.m.
Join Rabbi Whinston each morning for a short service of song, poetry, and meditation.

Daily afternoon blessings Mondays through Thursdays at 3 p.m.
Join Cantor Hayut each afternoon for an intimate short service.

Women's Torah study Mondays at 7:30 p.m.

Join Cantor Hayut in an in-depth study and lively discussion of the week's Torah portion. This year, the group will focus on exploring passages that have informed rituals of modern Jewish life.

Twenty-five minute mindfulness with Jewish spiritual director Linda Greene Tuesdays at 8:30 a.m.
Zoom room opens at 8:15 a.m. for optional check-in. Blessing and intention setting 8:30–8:35 a.m. Meditate 8:35–9 a.m. Start your day centered and connected.

Talmud Tuesdays with Rabbi Alter Tuesdays at 11 a.m. or 8 p.m.
Both meetings discuss the same material. Join Rabbi Alter to discover the Talmud, the formative collection of stories and discussions that defined the post-Temple Judaism that continues today. Together, explore the foundations of our contemporary Jewish ethics, beliefs, and practices, as well as some tremendous tales about our ancient rabbis! Join anytime! All materials are provided! *(It is recommended that you read If All the Seas Were Ink by Ilana Kurshan, but it's not required or expected.)*

Jewish prayer: Finding Our Way into the History, Meaning, and Spirituality of our Worship Service Thursdays at 10:30 a.m. or 7:30 p.m.
Both meetings discuss the same material. Join Rabbi Whinston for an ongoing exploration of the individual prayers that constitute the majority of our worship, from Shabbat to High Holy Days.

Cantor's (Jewish) Book Club with Cantor Hayut Thursdays at 11 a.m.
Join Cantor Hayut to read and discuss books of Jewish interest a few chapters at a time.

This year, the book group will be reading primarily, although not exclusively, works by Israeli authors. For more information or questions, please contact Cantor Hayut.

Back Door Food Pantry Thursdays, 4 to 7 p.m.

Meditation with Claire Weiner Thursdays at 5 p.m.
Join Claire Weiner for a 40-minute meditation session

Lunch & Learn with Rabbi Whinston Fridays at 12 p.m.
Bring your lunch and learn with Rabbi Whinston during this informal and social gathering. We explore different ideas throughout the year with participants guiding our subjects. Join us under the tent at TBE.

Shabbat morning Torah study Saturdays at 8:50 a.m.
Join us for this weekly discussion of the Torah portion led by Rabbi Whinston.

Spirituality Book Club with Cantor Emerita Annie Rose Tuesday, October 11, at 7:30 p.m. and Thursday, October 13, at 12 p.m.

Bereavement Group Tuesday, October 18, at 4 p.m.
For women who have lost a life partner.

Women Aging With Attitude Thursday, October 20, at 1 p.m.
A group approach to embracing life's transitions.

Aging Solo Thursday, October 20, at 4 p.m.
Join us for discussion, support, and snacks at the Jewish Community Center.
For Sukkot: Just stuff it

Lornie Sassman, special to the WJN

October is usually a great weather month in Michigan. We really begin to feel the change of seasons with cooler weather but still have lots of sunshine and plenty of outdoor activities. It is a delight celebrating Sukkot in the Sukkah, especially when the weather is also delightful. Of course, there are years when that isn’t true, like the year we had a snowstorm that collapsed the top of our Sukkah.

Whether there is snow, rain, or beautiful sunshine, it’s still the end of the summer gardening season so I look to the fall harvest for planning meals with squash, peppers, cabbage, and root vegetables. They can be cooked in many ways, but I love stuffing the squash or cabbage and that’s why I used the title “Just stuff it” for this month’s column. Some of these recipes are easy but take more time to prepare so I only make them for Sukkot. We also make a large pot of soup, preferably Curried Squash Soup or Mushroom Barley Soup, for the nippier temperatures.

Whatever you make I hope you will try one of these versions of the stuffed peppers or any of these other recipes or get an invitation to someone’s sukkah who is making them.

Stuffed Peppers

Cooking in Israel by Orly Ziv

Serves 8

#1 Stuffed Peppers with Rice

Use 8 peppers of assorted colors.

Filling
1 cup rice, rinsed and soaked in lake-water for 20 minutes
(Alternate stuffing for rice could be 1 cup of cooked lentils)
2 tbs olive oil
1 onion, chopped
Salt and pepper
½ cup chopped parsley
(1 tsp Ras-el Hanout at By the Pound or specialty markets)
½ cup pine nuts (toasted and optional)

Sauce
2 cups boiling water
1 cup beer or white wine
2 tbs sugar
Salt and pepper
1 tbs sweet paprika
½ tbs hot paprika (optional)

Cut the tops off the peppers and take out seeds. Save the tops. Heat the olive oil and sauté the onions until they are translucent. Add the rice and salt and pepper and continue cooking for a few more minutes. Then remove from the heat and add the parsley and pine nuts. Fill the peppers with the rice mixture and arrange in a large pot. Mix the sauce ingredients together and pour over the peppers to cover. Top the peppers with the caps. Cover and cook over low heat for about an hour. I usually do this in a baking dish and put in an oven at 375 degrees for about 40 minutes. Check to make sure the rice is cooked.

#2 Stuffed Peppers with Cheese

Cooking in Israel, by Orly Ziv

Serves 6-8 as side dish or salad
8 long sweet peppers
9 oz ricotta cheese
3¼ oz feta cheese
1 large egg, lightly beaten
1 tbs olive oil, plus more for drizzling on the top when you serve them
1 to 2 tbs breadcrumbs

Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Arrange the peppers in a baking dish and roast them until they are charred. Put in a bowl and cover until they are cool enough to handle. Remove the skin and cut a slit down the middle so you can remove the seeds. Mix the cheeses and egg with the olive oil and breadcrumbs and spoon it into the peppers. Drizzle with a little more olive oil and bake for about 30–40 minutes until the cheese is bubbly.

Persian Rice and Fruit Stuffing

The Jewish Holiday Kitchen by Joan Nathan

This is enough stuffing for a 12-14 pounds

Persian Rice, or any of these other recipes or get an invitation to someone’s Sukkah who is making them.

turkey, or several whole chickens or a wonderful side dish.
1 cup uncooked long grain rice
1 tbs vegetable oil
3 chopped onions
½ cup each of sliced dried prunes and sliced dried apricots
¼ cup chopped parsley
Salt and pepper to taste
½ tsp cinnamon
½ tsp turmeric
1 cup water

Rinse and soak the rice in hot water for 30 minutes. Then drain and sauté with the onions in the vegetable oil for a few minutes, until the onions turn golden brown. Next, add the prunes and apricots, parsley, salt and pepper, cinnamon, turmeric, and water. Simmer for about 5 minutes. Then you can stuff the turkey or chickens and roast in the oven. If you want to do this as a side dish in a separate baking pan or on the stove, check to see if you need more water. Usually, the ratio of rice to water is 1 ½ cups water to 1 cup rice. Cover the pot and cook for the same amount of time the rice usually takes to cook.

Kosher Soul Collards

Kosher Soul by Michael Twitty

Serves 8

Here’s a great fall vegetable that is heartier than spinach and very versatile. Michael Twitty is a James Beard award winning chef whose first book, The Cooking Gene, introduced him to a wider world of home cooks. This book describes his life as a Jewish/Black/Gay chef and how he honors traditions in his cooking. We grow collards and usually just lightly braise or sauté them, but this is another way of making them.

½ cup canola oil (or smarltze, ie. chicken fat)
1 cup thinly sliced red onion
2 tbs red curry powder
½ tsp ground cinnamon
Salt and pepper to taste
1 cup ground almonds
1 tsp ground cumin
1 tsp ground coriander
1 tsp ground fennel
1 tsp garlic powder
1 tsp ground nutmeg
1 tbs sugar
1 tbs chopped green onions
1 tbs chopped parsley
1 tbs chopped cilantro

Mix all together and store in a cool, dry place. Keeps for 6 months.

Heat the oil in a large pot over medium heat for 1 minute, toss in the onion slices, and when they begin to sweat add the peppers, garlic, ginger, cinnamon, and cumin powder, and Chiney Pepper and slowly sweat on low heat for about 10 minutes. Stir occasionally. Raise the heat to medium-high and add the thin strips of collard greens by the handful, stirring as needed. With each batch of 3 handfuls, cook them for about 5 minutes, then add the next handfuls. When they are all incorporated add the vegetable stock, bring to a boil, and then lower the heat to a slow bubble. Add the lime juice, sugar and smoked paprika. Cover and simmer on low for about 45 minutes. Remove the collards with a slotted spoon and serve over rice.

Yogurt Pound Cake with Cardamom-Lemon Syrup

Shaya by Alon Shaya

Yields one very large cake. Here is another cookbook/memoir that I’m reading. The author was born in Israel and raised in the U.S. and highly influenced by cooking with his Savya (grandmother) when she came from Israel to visit. I make many zucchini breads with the giant squash from our garden for Sukkot, but this year I’m making this cake. 2 sticks unsalted butter, softened (plus a little more for the pan)
3 ½ cups cake flour (cake flour isn’t regular flour), plus a little more to dust the pan
½ tsp baking powder

6 egg yolks (save the whites for another use)
1 tsp vanilla extract
1 cup water
¼ cup virgin olive oil, plus more for serving
8 cardamom pods, crushed
2 cups blackberries, halved
Heat the oven to 350 degrees. Generously grease and flour a Bundt or tube pan. Sift the cake flour and combine it with the baking powder and salt. Add 2 ½ cups sugar to a large mixing bowl. Grate the zest of the lemon and rub all the zest into the sugar and reserve half of the lemon for the cake soak. Add the butter and the yogurt to the mixing bowl and cram everything with an electric mixer or the paddle attachment of a stand mixer. You will need to mix for about 5 minutes to get the mixture to be light in color with plenty of air in it. Now add the eggs and yolks one at a time, mixing between the additions, then add the vanilla. The batter will look “broken and curdled” but it’s okay. Gradually add the flour mixture and beat on low until just incorporated. Scrape the batter into the prepared pan. Lift the pan a few inches off the counter and let it drop every few times to get rid of any air bubbles in the batter. Bake on the center rack for 50–60 minutes, rotating the pan once, after 30 minutes. The cake is ready when a knife comes out clean.

While the cake bakes, make the soak. Combine the remaining cup of sugar with the water and olive oil in a saucepan. Squeeze the lemon juice in and in the ½ lemon with the cardamom pods. Bring the mixture to a simmer, then cover and remove from the heat until the cake is ready. (The oil and water will stay separate, which is fine). Allow the cake to cool for about 10 minutes, strain the syrup and discard all the solids. Use a thin knife to cut into 16 deep slits all over the cake, then gradually pour the syrup all over, ¼ cup at a time. Allow each cup to soak before pouring the next one. Let the cake cool completely in the pan before inverting it onto a cake plate or cutting board. Serve each slice with a dollop of yogurt, a drizzle of oil and a pile of fresh berries.
Dr. Marcy Epstein is new AARC Beit Sefer director

Gillian Jackson and Emily Eisbruch, Ann Arbor Reconstructionist Congregation

The Ann Arbor Reconstructionist Congregation (AARC) is excited to announce that Dr. Marcy Epstein has taken the reins as Beit Sefer (religious school) director. Marcy follows Clare Kinberg, the previous director, who stepped down recently in order to focus on her work as Washtenaw Jewish News editor.

"We are grateful to Clare for the strong foundation she has created over the past several years at our Beit Sefer, and especially for her innovative programming through the pandemic. We will miss her at our school!" says AARC board co-chair Debbie Gombert. "I am absolutely delighted that Marcy will be our new director. We are looking forward to her leadership as she builds on that firm foundation."

The AARC's Beit Sefer provides innovative and engaging education for K-7th graders, focusing on Jewish values and ethics, history, diversity, prayer, and Hebrew language. Emphasizing critical inquiry and self-expression, the school uses a project-based learning approach to stimulate students' creativity and involvement in Jewish community.

Marcy Epstein has been a teacher with the Beit Sefer for many years and has a strong background in secular and Jewish education. As Beit Sefer director, Marcy has some exciting plans for the students this year.

Raised in Orthodox Hillel, Conservative Hebrew school, and Jewish Commune Center life, Marcy pursued a career in literature, language, and literacy, ultimately landing back at the University of Michigan to teach a seminar on race and ethnicity and training other teachers. She trained at Bat Kol, a feminist Beit midrash in Jerusalem, volunteering for Aisha, Israel's secular women's center. After teaching sixth grade and adult education at Temple Beth Emeth, she began associate publishing for Moment Magazine in Washington, D.C.

Marcy has served on the AARC board, administered the High Holy Days, led services and the Sukkot retreat, and most recently co-chaired the goodbye event for Rabbi Ora Nitkin-Kaner. Her professional interests continue to be in developmental literacy, environmentalism and racial justice, Judaic art, and Idror video, a generation-awareness of Jewish civilization. One of Marcy's favorite accomplishments is having designed a bejeweled tzedek collar, which she was blessed to present personally to Justice Ruth Bader Ginsberg, z"l. "I am looking forward to helping a whole new generation have a wonderfully enriched, happier Jewish childhood," Marcy shared.

“Our Beit Sefer is a small, individualized school bursting with diversity, knowledge, and spirit. This year, we retained two terrific teachers, Aaron Jackson and Shani Samuel, and also we expanded our staff to include heaps of Yiddishkeit and experiential learning. Shlomit Cohen will be teaching Judaic theater and art, Drake Meadow will be teaching Israeli and Eastern European dance, and Nancy and Mollie Meadow will be leading on holiday baking and cooking. We will be learning some new music in our shira circle, exploring mitzvot with our elders and with animals, and more.

“This year doubles down on both learning and well-being for our kids, with a curriculum that emphasizes our traditions as Jews, our teachings as twang, and (more important to me) a loving, growing community.

Marcy is very appreciative of the richness of support coming from the community. "This fall, our Jewish Educator Council hopes to bring Jewish children from many congregations together. Mental health and COVID safety remain concerns, but we plan a mature approach that both keeps our children healthy and allows them slowly to expand their places in Jewish community. Our Beit Sefer works so well in general, because of the people's hearts and reach that are poured into it, both inside and beyond our intimate community."

Marcy hopes to continue the Beit Sefer's emphasis on earth-based, anti-racist Judaism, as well as deepening our children's connections and skills to avodah (prayer), Torah, and mitzvah (deeds and action). This year's Beit Sefer will continue to explore the Jewish world through immersion at the Farm on Jennings (a beautiful homestead owned and run by AARC member Carole Caplan-Sosin) and outdoors at the JCC as much as weather permits. The children will be developing their Hebrew skills along with an exciting program of holiday festivals, Jewish arts and cooking, midrash and ethics, and most of all, connection to each other and our community.

The AARC is a welcoming Jewish community with musical, participatory and egalitarian services, in addition to an outstanding Beit Sefer. Please visit the AARC website at www.aarecon.org. You can contact Marcy Epstein to discuss the Beit Sefer, at beisfefer@aarecon.org.

AARC welcomes guest rabbi to guide participatory High Holidays

Dave Nelson, AARC

For High Holidays this year the Ann Arbor Reconstructionist Congregation has welcomed a guest service leader, Rabbi Debra Rappaport. Rabbi Rappaport has 14 years of experience leading High Holidays services with her two prior congregations, most recently with Congregation Shir Tikvah in Minneapolis, Minnesota.

It is challenging to “parachute in” to a congregation just for High Holidays and create a service that meaningfully connects with the community. But as AARC’s High Holiday services coordinator, Deb Kraus, explained, “One of the many things [Rabbi Rappaport] brings to us is a desire to empower us to participate broadly — through music, poetry, storytelling, and, of course, Torah and haftarah readings."

As opposed to relying on readings, teachings, and musical choices made primarily by ordained service leaders, Rabbi Rappaport is working with teams of AARC congregants to surface and share “what’s real, what’s relevant, [and] what’s alive in this moment” for our entire community. These teams include a “Musical Team” (in lieu of bringing in a cantorial soloist) and a “Kavanot team” (to present readings and teachings throughout each service).

“The tradition has stayed alive as long as it has,” Rabbi Rappaport explains, “because it continues to provide insight and points of meaning and connection to the dilemmas of the world that are alive and real today, as well as to the enduring questions of what it means to live as a human.” A service featuring many voices drawn from throughout the congregation promises to offer many perspectives and insights into the ongoing and evolving Jewish experience.

Rabbi Rappaport reminds us that, “Jewish life is made up of Jews. … As Reconstructionist trained rabbis, our job is about connecting people, helping build community, embracing the meaningful rituals and teachings, and inspiring people toward compassion and justice. It’s really important to me to give touch points for everyone, from those who have a really traditional Jewish background to people who are not Jewish and are exploring what it will be like, so it is accessible and meaningful for everyone.”

Accessibility is likewise central to AARC High Holiday services. As in past years, these services are free and open to all, with both ticketless in-person options and streaming via Zoom. The Kol Nidre service on October 4 begins at 6:45 p.m., and the Tom Kippur service at 10 a.m. on October 5. Both in-person events will be held at the First Unitarian Universalist Congregation of Ann Arbor, 4001 Ann Arbor-Saline Rd.

For details, visit https://aarecon.org/high-holidays/

Throughout this year the AARC is continuing to hold both lay-led services and those guided by guest and visiting rabbis (in person, as per CDC guidance, and virtually). Regular AARC services include monthly Fourth Friday Kabbalat Shabbat and Second Saturday Morning Torah/learning services. For more information, visit aarecon.org.

AARC events in October

For more information about Ann Arbor Reconstructionist Congregation services or events to receive zoom links, please email: aarcgillian@gmail.com.

Ann Arbor Reconstructionist Congregation website: aarecon.org

Kol Nidrei, October 4, 6:45–8 p.m. This is a hybrid service held at the Unitarian Universalist Congregation, 4001 Ann Arbor-Saline Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48103.

Yom Kippur Morning Service, October 5, 10 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. This is a hybrid service held at the Unitarian Universalist Congregation.

Yizkor is a non-traditional service offering mourners the opportunity to share some words about the loved one who died. October 5, 5:630 p.m.

Community Break Fast Our Break Fast is a catered bagel brunch.

If you would like to attend, registration is required in order to make sure we have enough food! October 5, 8:15–9:15 p.m.

Second Saturday Morning Shabbat Service October 8, 10 a.m.–12 p.m. This is a hybrid Shabbat Service led by members of our congregation at the JCC. Everyone is welcome! Zoom link will be sent out the week before the event.

AARC Book Group Sunday, October 16, 11:30 a.m.–1 p.m. The AARC book group will discuss The Secret Book of Kings by Yoshi Brandes. To participate in the October 16 AARC book group meeting, please email Greg Saltzman. gsaltzman@albion.edu

Fourth Friday Kabbalat Shabbat. October 28, 6:30 p.m., at the JCC and on Zoom. This is a hybrid service led by members of our congregation.
EMU faculty strike victory for union

By Judith Kullberg, retired professor of Political Science, and past president of the EMU Faculty Senate and EMU-AAUP

On September 6, after weeks of negotiations between their union and the university administration had failed to produce a new contract, Eastern Michigan University professors voted overwhelmingly (91% to 9%) to leave the classrooms and head to the picket lines. Their exuberant and noisy five-day strike, which received broad support and considerable media attention, quickly broke the deadlock at the negotiating table. On September 11, representatives of the university administration and the faculty union, the Eastern Michigan University chapter of the American Association of University Professors (EMU-AAUP), signed a tentative agreement providing significant salary increases and improvements in working conditions. Having achieved their goal, the professors returned to their classes on Monday, September 12.

EMU-AAUP leaders hailed the agreement as a victory and attributed the win to the strike. In the words of Mark Highbee, professor of history and Vice President of EMU-AAUP, “By striking we achieved a very good contract.” The strike successfully turned back the administration’s attempt to force concessions on us and, by extension, all employee groups; any cuts we took would inevitably have been imposed on others as well.

What were the causes of this strike? Did the EMU administration in fact attempt to force concessions on its own faculty? How, exactly, did the strike break the deadlock at the table? Finally, is the tentative agreement a victory, or are the results more mixed? As a former president of EMU-AAUP (2017–20), I cannot possibly offer an objective analysis of the causes, character, and effects of the strike. However, I can provide tentative answers to these questions that draw on my institutional knowledge, the facts as I understand them, and first-hand accounts of colleagues who were at the table or on the picket lines.

A review of the events that led up to the faculty strike suggests that even before the negotiations began, the administration had little intention of bargaining in good faith. In April, representatives of EMU-AAUP and the administration agreed to begin negotiating in May. Before the first meeting was held, however, the administration informed EMU-AAUP that meetings had to be in-person and held on campus. This demand was a startling one for the university’s own rule since the start of the pandemic that all meetings be conducted remotely. Certainly, the pandemic had not ended. Community spread of COVID was still high, and the Washtenaw County Health Department was recommending that residents avoid indoor contact.

With several members of its negotiating team at home, EMU-AAUP rejected the administration’s demand. Unable to persuade the administration to conduct negotiations remotely, it filed an unfair labor practice (ULP) complaint with the Michigan Employment Relations Commission (MERC). The administration filed a counter ULP. A hearing date was set by MERC, but prior to the hearing date, the administration suddenly agreed to meet on July 15 in a mixed or “hyflex” mode, giving everyone the option of participating in-person or remotely. This was an obvious compromise that could have been made months earlier.

By being inflexible on meeting modality until July 15, the administration cut the amount of time available to negotiate the new contract in half. The time constraints added greatly to the pressure on EMU-AAUP’s negotiating team which had dozens of proposals on wages, benefits, and working conditions to present.

At the table, the administration employed “hardball” tactics. Matt Kirkpatrick, associate professor of English and chief negotiator for EMU-AAUP, describes the administration’s negotiating team as “adversarial and contentious from the start.” The administration “did not want to give an inch,” and rejected many of the union’s early proposals, even those that offered easy, no-cost solutions to existing problems. LaMar Stewart, associate professor of engineering, recalls how the administration team responded to EMU-AAUP’s proposals with hypothetical “what if” scenarios that ate up many hours and did not result in counter proposals. When Tricia McTague, associate professor of sociology, presented a comparative analysis of EMU faculty salaries that contradicted the administration’s analysis, members of the administration’s negotiating team became angry and made no effort to explain the discrepancy.

The administration’s reluctance to bargain resulted in deadlock over salary and benefits. EMU-AAUP presented its first economic package proposal on August 4, proposing substantial increases to salary—7.5%, 4.5%, 4.5% over three years— to protect real wages somewhat from the current rampant inflation. The administration countered on August 11 with a proposal for very modest (2%) raises for five years along with steep increases in health insurance premiums and co-pays. The increased health care costs in the administration’s proposal would have far exceeded the salary increases for many members. EMU-AAUP countered at the next session on August 14, reducing its first-year salary increase and substituting the final year wage increase with a wage re-opener. Instead of returning to the table with a second economic proposal, the administration’s chief negotiator, attorney Jim Greene from the firm Dykema, declared an impasse on August 17 and filed with MERC for mediation. This halted bargaining for a week while MERC appointed a mediator. The pace of the negotiation slowed even further as the MERC-appointed mediator shuttled back and forth between the two teams.

With little hope that an agreement would be reached by the August 31 expiration date, the EMU-AAUP Executive Committee called a membership meeting to consider the possibility of a strike. Just hours before that meeting on August 27, the administration finally presented its second economic offer. Instead of being an improvement, the offer was regressive, with even greater increases in health care costs. The proposal would have required a family subscribed in the primary plan to pay more than $8,000 annually for premiums, an amount far greater than a member would receive from the administration’s proposed salary increases.

Aware that the administration was not negotiating in good faith and was proposing substantial increases in health care costs that exceeded those paid by other employee groups, the faculty voted to strike on September 6 and stopped working on September 7. Although a preponderant majority (91%) of the faculty supported the strike, there was much trepidation. Strikes by Michigan public employees are illegal (although in practice possible) and rumors were spreading that members would be fired or even killed if they walked out.

Once picketing began in front of Welch Hall in the early morning of Wednesday, September 7, the anxiety melted away. People marched and chanted with gusto, even joy. In response to my observation that the protest felt like a celebration, Dr. Matt Oches, EMU-AAUP organizer, responded that people were “discovering what it feels like to stand up for yourself. It feels good!” Initially, Oches provided direction, but dozens of members quickly took ownership of the strike taking on responsibility for all aspects — setting up, making signs, distributing food and water, recruiting colleagues, leading chants, contacting and speaking with the press, posting on social media, etc. The number of participants grew rapidly. Over four days at least 255 professors participated in the picketing or attended a rally at least once, and many returned repeatedly. Entire departments marched together and took group photos holding picket signs.

As knowledge of the strike spread, students, sister labor unions, community groups, and public officials came out in support of EMU-AAUP. Faculty morale was boosted by the presence of many students, including a large contingent from the marching band. The Huron Valley Area Labor Federation, an association of regional labor unions, called on its members to support the strike, and dozens from the UAW, the Michigan Nurses Association, LEO, GEO, and the American Federation of Teachers (AFT) marched alongside the professors. AFT members, organizers, and leaders played a particularly valuable role, illustrating how the recent (June 2022) affiliation of AFT with AUP is already benefiting AUP chapters. AFT President Randi Weingarten, native AUP President Irene Mulvany, and Michigan AFT President David Hecker all visited campus to show solidarity and to encourage the strikers. Among the many elected officials and candidates for office who expressed their support in social media and/or in person at rallies in front of Welch Hall were U.S. Representative Debbie Dingell, State Senator Jeff Irwin, State Representative Yousef Rabhi, Democratic nominee for State House District 32 Jimmie Wilson, Jr., Washtenaw County Prosecutor Eli Savit, and Ypsilanti City Council Member Annie Somerville.

The strike received considerable attention in the national and local media, including the Associated Press, the Washington Post, the Chronicle of Higher Education, Inside Higher Education, the Detroit News, Detroit Free Press, MLive, Michigan Radio, and the Detroit metro area television network stations. According to Alanka A. Nandey, associate professor of management, news of the strike also spread rapidly through the social media platforms Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram, and the number of EMU-AAUP’s followers grew exponentially. Media reports were either neutral or noticeably pro-union. Few
JULIAN LEVINSON WILL LECTURE ON “JEWS THROUGH THE EYES OF AMERICAN CHRISTIANS”

Jillian Luciw, Frankel Center

This year’s Padnos Public Engagement on Jewish Learning Event, to take place on November 1 at 7 p.m., will feature Dr. Julian Levinson, Professor of English and Judaic Studies at the University of Michigan. Levinson will present a lecture entitled “Remnants of a Mighty Nation: Jews Through the Eyes of American Christians” at the Loosmore Auditorium at the Richard M. Devos Center on Grand Valley State University’s Campus. The event will also be virtually simulcast via Zoom (registration: https://myumi.ch/DJN9M). Immediately following the lecture, at approximately 8:30 p.m., there will be a light reception in the adjacent Lubbers Exhibition Hall.

Dr. Levinson prefaced his discussion:

What is it like to belong to a religious minority? For Jews in the United States, there have been unexpected benefits from living among a Christian majority. While some individual Christians have been highly critical of Jews for their beliefs and practices, others have been deeply respectful of Jews for being the original “chosen people”, for preserving the Hebrew language, and for maintaining traditions going back to the Bible. This talk will focus on the ways Jews were perceived in nineteenth-century America, when the origins of present-day Christian-Jewish relations were established. It will trace the formation of views that are still prevalent today, including the evangelical fascination with Israel. It will also consider how Jews have shaped their own identities in relation to the broader Christian environment.

Julian Levinson has taught at the University of Michigan since 2000, and he holds the Samuel Shetzer Chair in American Jewish Studies. He offers a range of classes, including “American Jewish Literature,” “Jewish Storytelling,” “The Bible as Literature,” and “Literature of the Holocaust.” He is the author of Exiles on Main Street: Jewish American Writers and American Literature Culture (winner of a 2008 National Jewish Book Award), as well as articles and book chapters about modern Jewish culture and self-identity. He has also translated Flames from the Earth, a novel about the Lodz Ghetto written in Yiddish by survivor-novelist Itshak Spiegel.

In 2020, the Stuart and Barbara Padnos Foundation provided a gift to the Frankel Center for Judaic Studies to establish the Padnos Engagement on Jewish Learning fund. The initiative facilitates annual public educational activities in Jewish Studies throughout the State of Michigan, with a focus on the western part of the state.

JCS KICKS OFF SECOND FRIDAY “SCHMOOZE”

The Jewish Cultural Society is kick- ing off a monthly Second Friday “schmooze” series featuring short talks, discussion, and informal mingling. On October 14 at 7:30 p.m. at the JCC, the first speaker in the series will be Jeffrey Haleck, MD, a longtime JCS member. His topic is “Healthy Longevity,” and he will be referring to the report “Global Roadmap for Healthy Longevity” released by the U.S. National Academy of Medicine in June 2022. Dr. Haleck is Professor Emeritus, U-M Geriatrics; and is former Chief, U-M Division of Geriatric Medicine, and Director, U-M Geriatrics Center and Institute of Gerontology.

Pardès Hannah Events in October

All events are in Zoom unless otherwise noted. Please check our website https://pardeshannah.org/ for the latest information, including Zoom links, on these or any of our ongoing services, rituals, circles, and teachings or call Renee Robbins at 734-904-5459.

Kol Nidre: Tuesday October 4, 6:45–9:30 p.m.

Yom Kippur: Wednesday October 5, 10 a.m.–12:15 p.m.; 2:3:15 p.m.; 4–5 p.m.; 5:30–8:05 p.m.

Full Moon Gathering (in person): Monday October 10, 7–8:30 p.m.

Shabbat Morning Services: Saturday October 15, 10 a.m.–12:30 p.m.

Rosh Chodesh Circle: Tuesday October 25, 7–8:30 p.m.

Rosh Chodesh Online Minyan Cheshvan: Wednesday October 26, 9–10:15 a.m.

Twenty-Five Minute Mindfulness w/ Linda Greene, Jewish Spiritual Director (co-sponsored with Temple Beth Emeth), weekly on Tuesdays 8:30–9 a.m.

JCLP STUDENT LYDIA GREENBERG INTRODUCES HERSELF TO THE ASSEMBLED COMMUNITY AT JCLP’S ANNUAL WELCOME BREAKFAST, HELD AT MICHIGAN HILLEL ON AUGUST 26.

Beginning a Year of Jewish Joy with JCLP

The students of the Jewish Communal Leadership Program at the University of Michigan inaugurated their series of public events for the 2022/23 academic year focused on the theme of Jewish joy at JCLP’s annual community welcome breakfast. Twenty-five members of the Ann Arbor Jewish community came out early on Friday, August 26, to join JCLP students in reflecting on their own experiences of and hopes for joy in the context of Jewish community even amid challenging times. It was indeed a joy to come together in person for the first time in three years to share breakfast and conversation in the outdoor space at Michigan Hillel.

All community members are invited to join JCLP students for their next public event, an Open House to be celebrated, in person, in the JCLP sukkah in the courtyard of the UM School of Social Work (1080 S. University Ave.) on Wednesday, October 12, from 5:30—pm.

Given that the festival of Sukkot is traditionally designated as the “Time of Our Joy”, it is particularly appropriate this year that the theme for this year’s annual JCLP Sukkot Open House will be “Harvesting Joy.” The JCLP students look forward to welcoming members of Ann Arbor’s Jewish community and of the School of Social Work for celebration, conversation, and seasonal fare (Conservative kosher dairy hors d’oeuvres from Amanda’s Kitchen).
AAPS school board guaranteed to change

By Carol A. Leslie

Change is coming to the board of Ann Arbor Public Schools. The past couple of years were challenging for the school board supported AAPS through the pandemic, which included staffing shortages of educators, bus drivers, and before and after care workers. Perhaps the pandemic's stresses are one reason that, of the slate of 13 community members running for the four open seats, only one is an incumbent. Therefore, at least three of the seven trustees sworn in at the start of 2023 will be brand new.

The issues and opportunities for AAPS and the board run deep. Long-standing issues include addressing disparities in student achievement and providing effective accommodations and services for students with special education needs. Several candidates are focused on newer concerns including how AAPS has handled the challenging balance between health and safety, the return to in-person learning for students especially those considered "at risk," and the growing mental health needs of students.

New trustees will also oversee AAPS budgets. The operational budget will continue to face pressure with the loss of federal COIVD rescue funds (nearly $20 million in 2022) and demands for increased federal COVID rescue funds (nearly $20 million in 2022). The budget will require a delicate balancing act to pass state-level literacy criteria for academic achievement and promote greater support for special education students. She seeks to create a safe and equitable environment, support educators to succeed, and promote transparency and community input on the board.

Barry Schumer has served as a counselor in Michigan public schools for the past 23 years in both the Monroe Intermediate School District and Dearborn Public Schools. He is a long time Ann Arbor resident who has witnessed the increasing mental health challenges of students over the past decade that went into overdrive during the pandemic. He wants to bring his experiences as a board trustee and be a voice for teachers and protect them from politics intruding into their work.

Three candidates — Leslie Wilkins, Jamila James, and Andy Spencer — tout their PTO and volunteer service with AAPS schools and their long-standing interest in public service. Leslie Wilkins has had two children at AAPS schools over the past 14 years and contemplated a run for school board for many years while initially getting involved as a volunteer and PTO leader at different AAPS schools. She seeks to promote a school environment where all students have the opportunity to thrive through equity, emotional enrichment, and excellent educators, and has supportive statements from other AAPS parents and leaders on her website.

Jamila James has long been interested in serving on the school board and has had children at AAPS for 16 years. She ran to fill a trustee vacancy in 2019 and for election in 2020 when she narrowly lost to three other candidates. She has been involved in the Skyline High School PTO, Ann Arbor School Parents Intent on Racial Equity (AAPIRE), and serves on the Washtenaw Community Equitable Exchange Steering Committee. James seeks to promote alternative routes to careers beyond college, soft skill development, and expanding social justice in the AAPS curriculum.

Andy Spencer has been interested in public service since moving back to Michigan six years ago and has been involved as a volunteer at AAPS schools, with Rec4Ed sports teams, and the Ypsi-Arbor Little League. He is a scientist and has two children at AAPS. He lists before and after school care (which was cut last year) as well as teacher attraction and retention, equity in PTO and school funding, and reducing the days that students miss school for any reason within his platform.

Two candidates, Kai Cortina and Lena Kauffman, are running together as candidates that emerged from a segment of parents who have remained at home during the past two school years due to such health concerns. Wood has served on the board of trustees at Temple Beth Emeth and has been involved in many local nonprofits. Jacinnda Townsend Gides and Rima Mohammed are pooling resources with Lapham to run as "community-centered" candidates committed to promoting diversity, equity, and inclusion, and fighting against racism.

Jacinnda Townsend Gides recently moved to Ann Arbor and has two students attending AAPS this fall. She served as a board member of the Monroe County Community School Corporation in Indianapolis where she advocated for the school district to adopt DEI measures laid out in a district funded study. She lists teacher retention and resources, restoring AAPS achievement to its pre-pandemic levels, engaging LGBTQ+ families, transparency, and environmental sustainability as key priorities.

Rima Mohammed is the parent of four school age students — the oldest attends an AAPS middle school. She has served as Vice President of the private, parochial Michigan Islamic Academy, where her younger children attend school. She is a proud Palestinian immigrant who credits the government’s influence on individual citizens with helping her succeed. Susan Baskett, the only incumbent on the board, has served on the school board for 19 years. She has held a series of leadership positions on the Board of Trustees as well as the Ann Arbor Democratic Party and is involved with the Washtenaw County Democratic Party (WCDP). In 2021, she spearheaded support for Superintendent Swift to make the final call on whether to return to in-person learning. She is promoting herself as the only candidate with institutional memory and as a mentor to new board members.

Endorsements

Baskett, Lapham, Gides, and Mohammed secured the WCDP endorsement in early August — a decision made collectively by the WCDP members present at the endorsement meeting. Baskett was the first trustee candidate to seek WCDP endorsement over a decade ago. WCDP distributes a voter guide and has included endorsed school board candidates in the past giving those selected a significant boost in the race.

The Huron Valley AFL-CIO, the local labor union, has endorsed Baskett, Schmidt, Lapham, and James while the local union of teachers, Ann Arbor Education Association, endorsed Baskett, Schmidt, James, and Andy Spencer. Both the Ann Arbor Education Association and the Michigan Education Association endorsed five candidates — Baskett, James, Schmidt, Gides, and Lapham — even though only four can be elected to serve.

How to Learn More

During the weeks leading up to the election, voters will have a chance to learn more about school board candidates through their activities online and in-person. The League of Women Voters will publish their questionnaire and host an online forum, scheduled for October 9. WCDP has published their candidate questionnaire answers as well as videos of their online zoom forums. The first forum included Baskett, Cortina, Gides, James, Kauffman, Lapham, Mohammed, Schmidt, and Spencer, and the second was with Woods and Schmer.

You can also learn more about nearly all the candidates through their websites. At the time of writing this article, all candidates except Baskett, Metoyer, and Schmer have set up websites.
Mizrahi Poetry & Prose: Meet the Authors
Amira Hess, Shlomi Hatuka, Yossi Sucari,
Mati Shmuelof, and Tehila Hakimi
October 3, 12 pm
Virtual
Register at: https://myumi.ch/n8bsy

Jews of Algeria in Light of Modern Studies:
Major Trends and New Horizons
Amina Boukail
October 25, 1 pm
Virtual
Register at: https://myumi.ch/RWq4G

"Can a Literary Mafia Affect Your Choice of Books?:" Jews, Publishing, and American Literature
Josh Lambert
November 3, 1:30 pm
Hybrid
2022 South Thayer Building
Register at: https://myumi.ch/kylmr

All events are free. If you have a disability that requires a reasonable accommodation, please contact the Frankel Center office.

LSA.UMich.EDU/JUDAIC • JudaicStudies@umich.edu • 734.763.9047

Cell 734-646-5333
Business 734-930-0200
ahurwitzgreene@cbwm.com
www.hurwitzgreengroup.cbwm.com

2723 S. State St, Ste. 130 Ann Arbor, MI 48104
Yelena Lembersky, continued from page 1

Yelena Lembersky was a woman named Lucy Lemberskaya who had an unbreakable bond between mothers and daughters. She grew up in Leningrad and her experiences and those of her family were included in the book "Like a Drop of Ink in a Downpour: Memories of Soviet Russia." The book was written by Yelena Lembersky, a prominent Leningrad artist with roots in Poland and Ukraine, and her granddaughter Yelena have written a fascinating book about life in the former Soviet Union for Soviet dissidents titled "Like a Drop of Ink in a Downpour: Memories of Soviet Russia.

Like a Drop of Ink in a Downpour is a heartfelt mother-and-daughter memoir about three generations of women and their fight to leave Soviet Russia. A mother is a dis- sident, a refugee, and a prisoner in Leningrad (Saint Petersburg) in the 1970s and ’80s. Her daughter, 11 years old, is left without a family. A grandmother is in the USA, waiting for her granddaughter to come to the USA and not knowing if she’ll ever see them again. “I am fine,” the three of them write to each other in their letters. How can you be “fine” when you have to fight to survive? When you must be silent? When the place that you love turns against you?

Told from dual points of view, this memoir shows the reality of life in the Soviet Union, giving an insider’s perspective on the roots of Putin’s Russia. It is also a coming-of-age story, heartfelt and funny, a testament to the unbreakable bond between mothers and daughters, and the healing power of art. Yelena will read from and discuss her book and her experiences and those of her family during Friday Evening services.

Serenity Shabbat Saturday, October 29 at 9:30 a.m.

Serenity Shabbat, hosted by various congregations, focuses on addiction awareness and the wisdom of Jewish tradition as it relates to the spiritual practice of recovery. Everyone is welcome, including members of the recovery community, friends and family who have been affected by a loved one’s addiction, and anyone interested in this unique spiritual experience!

Theology Book Club - Online Wednesdays at 8 p.m.

Beth Israel Congregation’s Theology Book Club welcomes you to join them to read together and discuss books on Jewish thought and beliefs. The books are in English. Contact Paul Shifrin at (248) 514-7276 for more information.

In Person and Online Services

Evening Minyan – virtual only Sunday–Thursday at 7:30 p.m.

Friday Evening Services – in person and virtual Kabbalat Shabbat Service at 6 p.m.

Shabbat Morning Services – In person and virtual Saturday at 9:30 a.m.

Felix Lembersky: Paintings and Drawings, was devoted to the art of a prominent Leningrad artist with roots in Poland and Ukraine; her grandfather is now best known for his "Execution: Babi Yar" canvases and his non- figurative work created in the 1960s. Like a Drop of Ink in a Downpour, a memoir, co-written with her mother, Galina, is her first work of creative nonfiction. Her short pieces have appeared in World Literature Today, The Forward, Cardinal Points Literary Journal, and The New Yorker. She grew up in Leningrad and immigrated to the United States in 1987. She holds degrees in art and architecture from the University of Michigan and MIT.
Limmud Michigan returns
Mira Sussman, special to the WJN

After three years, Limmud Michigan is back in-person!

After COVID-related postponement, Limmud Michigan will be held on Sunday, October 30, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Wayne State University’s Student Center in downtown Detroit.

Limmud Michigan brings together people from all walks of life, ages, Jewish backgrounds, and interests from all over southeastern Michigan and beyond to spend the day learning about dozens of topics. The organizing is volunteer-driven and the event provides “Torah li’shma,” or “learning for its own sake.” This year will be the fifth such day of learning in Michigan.

There will be learning opportunities for everyone, regardless of one’s experience or background in Judaism.

Limmud events happen all over the world, each with their own leadership, event schedule, and style. Over 70 Limmud groups exist in communities outside of North America, with an additional 16 groups in North America; there is a Limmud event happening somewhere in the world nearly every week of the year.

Over the course of the day, Limmud Michigan participants can choose from more than 40 sessions. There will be 8-10 sessions offered each hour throughout the day, covering topics from Jewish art and culture to current events and text study. Presenters include known educators and figures in the community as well as volunteers — anyone can propose a session!

This year’s Limmud Michigan will have a large contingent of presenters from Ann Arbor. These presenters include Dr. Karla Goldman, who will present on white privilege and Jewish identity, Moss Herber-holtz on Jewish mysticism and psychedelic substances, Richard Primus on taxation and tithing, and Dr. Michael Weiss will discuss the book of Ecclesiastes and its role in Jewish canon. Additional presenters from Washtenaw County include Rabba Yael Keller, Rabbi Elliot Ginsburg, Rita Benn, Dr. Julian Levinson, and Rabbi Rob Dobrusin.

This year’s event will be sure to have something for everyone, including the joy of learning together in person.

Info and registration available at whova.com/portal/webapp/limmu_202203.

For additional information, contact Limmud Michigan at askus@limmudmichigan.org.

Scan the QR code to register or visit the link below:

whova.com/portal/webapp/limmu_202203/sign_in

Interested in volunteering?
Visit www.limmudmichigan.org/volunteer.

For more information, email askus@limmudmichigan.org.
Join Jewish Family Services For The Second Annual

WALK A MILE IN MY SHOES

Sunday October 9th, 2022
10:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. | Burns Park Ann Arbor

OUR STORY

There are no words to describe the feeling of bombs falling around your house as you look into your children’s eyes. After the bombing started in our town, we spent months taking shelter in a school basement, praying for the sirens to go silent. Our prayers were answered when a kind couple from Michigan decided to sponsor us. My family and I were finally safe. Two days after we arrived in Ann Arbor, we met Cynthia and Rachel from Jewish Family Services, who have supported and guided us through our new lives in Michigan. We came here with almost no possessions but JFS provided us with food, clothing and money for rent. We are so grateful for the help we’ve received but, more than anything, we are grateful for the kindness we have been shown as we know all too well what the world can look like without it.
Next month:

**Enigma Variations**

November 11, 2022 // 8pm
Hill Auditorium

*Shaw* Entr’acte
*Adams* Must the Devil Have All the Good Tunes?
*Elgar* Enigma Variations

Phillip Bush, piano
Earl Lee, conductor & music director

Reservations: Ayse at 734-662-1711 or ayse@aysescafe.com

[Ann Arbor Symphony Orchestra]

**Ayse’s CAFE™**

Turkish  Dine-In / Take-Out / Catering

Serving Turkish Home Cooking for 29 years...
Mon. - Sat. 12:00-7:00pm

**29th ANNIVERSARY DINNER**

Saturday, Oct. 22, 2022
5:00pm and 7:00pm seatings

Music Filled Evening and Delicious Menu

Reservations: Ayse at 734-662-1711 or ayse@aysescafe.com

www.aysescafe.com

---

**HALLOWEEN AT AADL**

**HALLOWEEN COSTUME CONTEST**
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 30 • NOON–3:00PM
DOWNTOWN LOBBY

**HALLOWEEN PUPPET SHOW**
MONDAY, OCTOBER 31 • 10:30AM–11:00AM
REPEATED 11:30AM–NOON
DOWNTOWN LOBBY

all the details:
AADL.ORG/HALLOWEEN

**STAY WARM THIS WINTER**

NEW COATS ARRIVING WEEKLY
ARC TERYX • CANADA GOOSE • PATAGONIA • SAM • SAVE THE DUCK • THE NORTH FACE

**BIVOUAC**

734.761.6207 Mon-Sat. 10-8 Sun: 11:30-5
336. S State St. Ann Arbor, Mi. 48104
Free Same Day Delivery & Free Shipping on orders over $49
www.bivouacannarbor.com

**ANN ARBOR DISTRICT LIBRARY**
Join us! BRAG Ann Arbor Fall Remodelers Home Tour, October 22 & 23, 11-5pm

giraffedesignbuild.com info@giraffedesignbuild.com 734.489.1924

VOTE NOVEMBER 8, 2022

Kathy White
★ Democrat ★ for University of Michigan Regent

Experience, Expertise, Excellence

Fulbright Scholar • Brigadier General, Army National Guard
Electrical Engineer • White House Fellow • Patent Attorney • WSU Professor of Law

Building a Bridge between Education, Science, Industry and Government

Paid for by Friends of Kathy White • PO Box 13842 • Ann Arbor, MI 48106-1842 • www.friendsofkathywhite.com
Joe Biden calls out the dangers of MAGA extremism

By Chuck Newman

This month’s column takes a break from my usual format of summarizing one of my interviews on the Zoomcast “Conversations” in order to reflect on reactions to President Biden’s August 26 speech in which he called the MAGA Republicans “semi-fascist.”

Dan Pfeiffer, former White House Communications Director under President Obama, certainly thinks Biden is right to do so. Pfeiffer quotes Argentine historian and chair of the history department at the New School for Social Research, Federico Finchelstein, who wrote in the Washington Post:

“Donald Trump represents a new type of global autocratic ruler who is legally elected, but also embraces elements that fascist figures like Perón felt were too controversial: totalitarian lies, racism, and illegal means such as coups to destroy democracy from within. Trump might best be considered a “wannabe fascist.” By that I mean he is a populist who aspires to return to a form of fascism. His rule was not full-dressed fascism because it did not descend into dictatorship. But it could have been, if his attempts to retain power after the 2020 election had been successful.”

Many are surprised that Joe Biden has been so critical of the Republican Party. After all, he ran on a platform of promoting bipartisanship and he has an inclination to search for redeeming qualities in even the worst people. Dan Pfeiffer “was a little surprised to hear Biden refer to the MAGA philosophy as ‘semi-fascism.’” If I was surprised, Washington wasawestruck. Otherwise reasonable pundits went searching for pearls to clutch.

Not surprisingly, Republicans are calling the comments “despicable.” Kevin McCarthy is the Minority Leader of the United States House of Representatives and he voted to overturn the 2020 election after the January 6th insurrection. I feel Andy Borowitz’s take on their reaction in his recent Borowitz Report satire is totally justified:

WASHINGTON (The Borowitz Report) — “Calling President Biden’s recent prime-time address ‘deeply offensive and upsetting,’ a group representing the nation’s armed insurrectionists has complained that the speech hurt their feelings.”

The Democrats prospects have been improving lately due to the Roe decision, falling gas prices, the former President whose criminal activities are increasingly in the media, and their recent legislative successes. It is no wonder that the Republicans have been trying to change the subject.
Jewish Young Professionals celebrate new board
Hillery Greenberg, Jewish Federation of Greater Ann Arbor

On Sunday, August 28, Jewish Young Professionals held its annual Community Celebration. This program was started by longtime JYP leader Joelie Abramowitz, and has grown to be a community favorite event.

Temple Beth Emeth generously hosted the event in their beautiful and spacious outdoor tent. The program began with delicious appetizers catered by The Produce Station. Attendees enjoyed cheese and crackers, an antipasto platter, tuna tartare, and more! There were even adorable little cakes in assorted flavors. Incoming and outgoing board members received personalized gifts and handwritten notes of appreciation.

Hillery Greenberg welcomed everyone to the event and introduced Eileen Freed, Executive Director of the Jewish Federation of Greater Ann Arbor. Eileen spoke beautifully about the importance of the Federation mission and how JYP plays a fundamental role in that work. Hillary then called upon Sheira Cohen, outgoing president of the board, to speak about her time as a JYP leader. She also gave lovely words about the hard work of the outgoing board members. The program continued with an installation of the JYP board and remarks from incoming Co-Presidents, Ariella Hoffman-Peterson and Evan Frenklak. Decky Alexander, Jewish Federation of Greater Ann Arbor’s board president, wrapped up the event with her always inspiring and entertaining nuggets of wisdom.

JYP is pleased to introduce you to their 2022–2023 board. Ariella Hoffman-Peterson is a PhD student in the School of Public Health at University of Michigan. Originally from Chicago, she grew up in vibrant Jewish communities as a student at Solomon Schechter Day School and teaching Hebrew school at her reform congregation in the suburbs. In college, at Northwestern University, she became a student leader in Hillel, running religious programming and leading Jewish student trips to Morocco and Jamaica. She found great Jewish opportunities after college in both New York and Chicago through OneTable Shabbat dinners, Moishe House, and Base Hillel. After serving on the JYP board she helped feel her home in Ann Arbor this past year, she is thrilled to help lead JYP Ann Arbor this coming year as Co-President.

Evan Frenklak moved to Michigan for his undergraduate studies, Ben interned at the Cohen Center for Modern Jewish Studies at Brandeis University and NORC at the University of Chicago. Starting in October, you may be contacted by phone, email, or a voicemail with an invitation to participate in the study. Because this is a scientific survey with a defined sample frame, you may not receive one of these calls or emails; however, if you do, we encourage you to respond and participate in this important project.

The Federation will have a website about the study, which you can find at jewishannarbor.org. If you have any additional questions, contact Eileen Freed at eileenfreed@jewishannarbor.org, 734-773-3537.

Assistant to the Executive Director where, among other duties, he assisted in fundraising efforts and strategic planning for their Annual Tzedakah Campaign. “I am excited to apply my classroom theories and knowledge to and bring my previous experience from the Jewish Federation of Madison to the Jewish Federation of Greater Ann Arbor,” says Ben.

The Jewish Communal Leadership Program at the University of Michigan offers a distinctive educational opportunity for emerging leaders committed to helping Jewish communities meet 21st-century challenges while also addressing broader social concerns. “Our organization has been enriched by the contributions of JCLP interns over the past three years,” says Federation executive director Eileen Freed. “Ben brings exceptional experience and great enthusiasm for our work. We’re excited to have him as part of our team.”

To reach Ben, email interns@jewishannarbor.org. For more information about JCLP, contact program director Karla Gold- man at kargold@umich.edu. For more information about the Jewish Federation of Greater Ann Arbor, visit www.jewishannarbor.org.

Jewish community study to begin in October
WIN

For over a year, the Jewish Federation of Greater Ann Arbor, in partnership with local Jewish communal organizations and congregations including the Washtenaw Jewish News, has been planning the implementation of a population study of the Washtenaw County Jewish community. This study will be conducted by a research team at the Cohen Center for Modern Jewish Studies at Brandeis University and NORC at the University of Chicago.

Starting in October, you may be contacted by phone, letter, or email with an invitation to participate in the survey. Because this is a scientific survey with a defined sample frame, you may not receive one of these calls or emails; however, if you do, we encourage you to respond and participate in this important project.

The Federation will have a website about the study, which you can find at jewishannarbor.org. If you have any additional questions, contact Eileen Freed at eileenfreed@jewishannarbor.org, 734-773-3537.

Federation welcomes new JCLP intern
Ben Shovers
Jewish Federation of Greater Ann Arbor

The Jewish Federation of Greater Ann Arbor is pleased to welcome Ben Shovers to its team. Ben is a first year Master of Social Work and Jewish communal leadership program student at the University of Michigan and doing his field placement at the Jewish Federation. He will be supporting efforts in all areas of Federation, particularly with the Annual Campaign and the Jewish community foundation.

Ben was born and raised in Madison, Wisconsin, and graduated from the George Washington University with a Bachelor of Arts in Political Science with a double minor in psychology and sociology. Ben came to Ann Arbor in 2021 and completed his Master of Management from the Ross School of Business in May 2022. During his undergraduate studies, Ben interned for the Jewish Federation of Madison as the
I

The Jewish Book Festival, but of course! How did this festival start and why is it so special? In 1925 Fanny Goldstein, a librarian at the Boston Public Library, West End Branch, curated an exhibit of Jewish books to encourage book giving during the Jewish holiday of Chanukah. She repeated the exhibit again in 1926 and this inspired a call by Rabbi S. Felix Mendelssohn of Chicago for the observance of a Jewish book week. The observance of Jewish Book Week was coordinated in Boston by the Boston Jewish Book Week Committee, founded in 1930 and headed by Fanny Goldstein. It was 10 years later in 1940 that the National Committee for Jewish Book Week was organized. In 1943 the Jewish Book Council took over the duties of the National Committee, and Jewish Book Week was extended to become Jewish Book Month. The Council was run by Carolyn Starman Hessel who is credited with growing Jewish Book Month and the associated book tours into one of the most important marketing events in American publishing. What better idea than a book week and/or a Jewish author! The first Jewish Book Fair in Ann Arbor was held in 1972 at Temple Beth Emeth, but this all happens over a period of 3 days with over 260 authors participating. As the authors speak, we, the selection committee are rating them. Here in Ann Arbor, we are wondering how our Ann Arbor community will respond to each author and book: Are they good speakers? Is the topic current? Have we done this before? Can we plan a program around the theme of the book? Can we find exciting moderators to engage with the authors? The committee gathers nightly to narrow down our choices and by the third night we come up with a grouping of authors that we submit to the Jewish Book Council with dates and times. (Yes, we must be that specific this early!) Somehow, the JBC work their magic and get back to us with a list of those authors who accepted our invitation. We then get down to the hard work of planning moderators and programs for our Ann Arbor community. It is a challenge, but it is also fun! Our committee works hard to find a variety of authors that stimulate our minds as well as warm our hearts, cause us to laugh and cry, to remember our past and to plan our future. Below is what our calendar looks like as of today. In November we will have a full spread in the Washentewajewish News for you to remove and have handy for reference. Meanwhile, get out your calendars and pencil in the authors you look forward to seeing and hearing from. There will be both in person and virtual events. Look next month to confirm who is coming, where, and when, or go to book. jccannarbor.org.

I

November 6, 11 a.m., in person Children’s Authors
Sarah Sassoon, author of Shosham’s Bangle
A beautiful story of Shosham’s love of her bangle and her Nana and the journey they make from Iraq to Israel.

Ruth Behar, author of Tia Fortuna’s New Home
A tender, intergenerational story of learning to say goodbye and exploring a new beginning, influenced by the author’s Sephardic and Cuban background.

Heather Cabot, author of Level Up
In this book Heather joins authors Stacey Abrams and Lara Hodgson in guiding small business owners to not just grow, but to thrive. Heather will be with us in person to discuss this new book.

November 7, 7 p.m., virtual Jai Chakrabarti, author of A Play for the End of the World
This author weaves three narratives, three continents, two wars, a play-within-a-play, and four children caught up in different traumas. The narratives all share issues of memory, guilt and hope. This debut novel is a work of fiction but the existence of the play is real, as is the orphanage and the man who wanted to teach the children about what was to come. Chakrabarti’s writing is beautiful and sensitive as he takes the reader through these narratives.

November 7, 7 p.m., virtual Stephen Mills, author of Chosen: A Memoir of Stolen Boyhood
A story of a boy who was given special attention by the director of his Jewish camp, and then was sexually abused by him. This happened over 50 years ago. The tragic thing is that it is still happening. Stephen Mills is hoping to change that.

November 8, 1 p.m., virtual Marjorie Margolies, author of And How Are the Children?
Margolies provides upbeat advice and inspiration on what she has learned as an athlete, educator, reporter, congressperson, adoptive advocate, parent, and world traveler.

November 8, 7 p.m., virtual Andy Dunn, author of Burn Rate
The co-founder of the menswear startup Bonobos opens up about his struggle with bipolar disorder that nearly cost him everything in this gripping, radically honest memoir of mental illness and entrepreneurship.

November 9, 7 p.m., virtual Benedetta Jasmine Guetta, author of Cooking Alla Giudia
Learn about the culinary Jewish traditions of Italy. The author includes recipes for everyone whether you are vegan, vegetarian, gluten free, or kosher.

November 9, 7 p.m., virtual Joel Shawn Poremba, author of My Name is Staszek Sardel
After hearing his father’s testimony with the USC Shoah Foundation, Joel wanted to tell his father’s story of survival. It took him 21 years from when he heard it to write the book. Nathan was nine years old when his father was murdered by the Nazis and Nathan’s childhood ended. His life became one of resistance and triumph.

November 10, 1 p.m., virtual Letty Cottin Pogrebin, author of Shanda
Pogrebin tells the story of three generations of complicated, intense 20th century Jews for one of resistance and triumph.

November 10, 7 p.m., virtual Letty Cottin Pogrebin, author of Shanda
Pogrebin reteams with her Nana and the journey they begin with her own long-suppressed secret.

November 10, 7 p.m., in person Annabelle Gurwitch, author of You’re Leaving When?
In a collection of essays Gurwitch shares her mid-life adventures. She embraces home sharing, she learns to parent one pronoun at a time, she wades into the dating pool. Throughout she offers up resilience and adaptability.

November 13, 11 a.m., in person Local Authors Panel
Franki Bagdade, author of I Love My Kids

Not only is this event happening here in November but in hundreds of other Jewish communities in the United States. So, you may ask “what is so special about November in so many Jewish communities”? The answer …

Ann Epstein, author of One Person’s Loss
This book explores whether marriage, even grounded in love, can survive personal clashes and the traumas of the Holocaust.

Daniel Levin, author of Violins of Hope
Levin’s photographic book showcases the extraordinary work of Israeli luthier Amnon Weinstein for the world to see what he has done to restore violins that miraculously survived the Holocaust. Levin’s research led to stories that intertwine Weinstein with renowned individuals such as Joshua Bell, Johannes Brahms, Daniel Craig, and Adrien Brody.

Jonathan Reisman, author of The Unseen Body
Reisman takes readers on a unique journey navigating our insides like an explorer discovering a new world. He interrogates stories from his medical training and career, his travels, culture, nature, and food.

Benjamin Spratt and Joshua Stanton, authors of Awakenings
Moderated by Rabbi Caine and Whinston of Congregation Beth Shalom, the event invites us to visualize and speculate on what the future of Jewish communal life might be. What do congregants need? How does Israel fit into this? Strauss brings to life the hardships and horrors nine women experienced when they
A conversation with Aaron Ahuvia on The Things We Love

University of Michigan-Dearborn College of Business, Aaron has deep roots in the Ann Arbor Jewish community, including being a founder and member of the Ann Arbor Reconstructionist Congregation. Here’s a Q&A with Aaron about the book.

Emily: Aaron, what are some things you are especially loving these days?

Aaron: I love my dogs, Noodle and Dumpling. I frequently listen to a midlife crisis car. I love music and my stereo, which of course. I love music and my stereo, which is my version of a midlife crisis car. I listen to all my music through the streaming service Qobuz (similar to Spotify) which makes it super easy to find new music. Emily: To indulge in generalizations, do you think people in a university town have different attitudes towards loving things compared to people in other areas?

Aaron: Oh hell ya. My initial research was with highly educated people and Northwestern. Only later when I was able to get more diverse samples did I realize how much being in a highly educated intellectual community impacts what you love. In much of America being wealthy is the key to social status, but in intellectual communities social status comes more from being smart, creative, and sophisticated. This leads to a culture of connoisseurship where people like to be experts at things and to be very skilled at discerning what makes a good movie, or a good meal, or a good whatever, different from a bad one. As a result, people tend to be more critical and love fewer things.

Emily: Many of us seem to love our phones. Does research show how our love of technology is impacting human relationships?

Aaron: One of the main reasons people love their phones is that they help us connect with other people. Phones are a great example of this and it's one of the reasons why many people love their phones so much. In fact, in one study I found that the more friends people had the more they tended to love their phones. But there are also some downsides to technology. Social media has taken the social competitiveness (who is more popular?) that has always existed and put it on steroids by providing clear quantitative measures of popularity, such as who has more friends/followers. Furthermore, people often feel bad about themselves because they compare the mundane aspects of their life to the often exaggerated best experiences of other people. Perhaps I should perform a public service by posting actual moments from my life: here I am standing dejectedly at a screen full of emails I need to get through, etc. My contribution to society would be to lower the bar on social expectations for everyone else.

Emily: The chapter “A Brand New Religion” contains interesting insights on how secular people often connect more to brands than religious people. Why do you think this is?

Aaron: That might surprise some local readers because in Ann Arbor we have a lot of people who belong to an intellectual subculture that is mostly secular and also quite critical of materialism. But if you get outside of our Ann Arbor bubble, in America generally, secular people tend to be more materialistic and more into status brands than religious people are. There are two reasons for this. First, everyone needs to define their identity. For religious people, their religion does a lot of this identity work for them. But for secular people, they need other ways of defining themselves. In America, companies are very happy to provide brands that, for a price, can help people define and communicate their identity.

The second reason that religious people tend to be less into brands is really a result of how social class works. Wealthier people are both less religious and more into brands than less wealthy people. While some low-income cultures, such as hip-hop culture, are famously into brands, on average, people get more interested in brands as their income goes up. This makes sense, prestige brands are a lot more fun when you have the money to afford them. So, since affluent people are both more into brands and less into religion than working class people, we see an overlap in the correlation that religious people are less interested in brands than secular people are.

Emily: The book has an interesting discussion of identity markers. What are your thoughts on identity markers in the American Jewish community?

Aaron: Jews have always been big on identity markers such as the mezuzah on the door and yarmulkes to show commitment. This isn’t the typical identity marker since it’s not normally visible. But like many good identity markers it involves sacrifice and commitment. For an example of how identity markers can show commitment, consider long hair on men as an identity marker for male hippies. Groups like the hippies wanted to avoid people working from mainstream jobs during the week but then pretending to be hippies and going to the hippie parties on the weekend. If you were going to enjoy the parties, you needed to show commitment to the cause, to be a ‘real’ hippie. Long hair was a good identity marker because it takes a long time for hair to grow, so you can’t have short hair at work and then long hair on the weekend. It’s the same for circumcision. It is not something one does lightly. It shows the family’s commitment to their Jewish identity.

Status symbols like expensive cars are identity markers for being in a high-income group, and they work the same way. Because these status symbols are expensive, low-income people usually can’t use them to claim an affluent identity. However, people will also try to fake being rich, as we see with all the fake designer products. There are even companies that rent stage sets that look like the inside of a private jet so people can get their picture taken and post it on social media, pretending to be in a private plane.

Even though clothing can be changed more easily than long hair or circumcision, clothing is still a common identity marker. Among Jews we of course have kippot. And many orthodox groups have other distinctive clothing. Clothing is a very common identity marker partly because it is visible and partly because it touches your body. Because your body is ‘you,’ things that touch your body are frequently seen as being part of you.

If things that touch your body are seen as part of ‘you,’ this goes double for food that goes into your body and literally becomes who you are. That’s why Judaism and many other religions use foods as identity markers. For Jews, this includes kashrut as well as holiday foods that both indicate a person’s identity and help make the occasion special. Non-religious groups also use foods as identity markers such as vegans on the left or ‘red-meat Republicans’ on the right.

Emily: What other book or projects do you have in the works?

Aaron: I’ve been working for several years on a project looking at the impact of loving brands on people’s wellbeing. It’s interesting because in general, love is great for people’s wellbeing. But there is also a lot of evidence that materialism is bad for wellbeing and loving brands is connected to materialism. So it’s not clear which way it will go. So far the data suggests that well... things are complicated.

Emily: Thanks Aaron. I’m looking forward to the book discussion on Sunday, November 13.

All are welcome to join as Aaron Ahuvia is our featured guest at the AARC book group on Sunday, November 13 at 11:30 am-1 pm for a discussion of his book. (Contact Greg Saltzman at gsaltzman@albion.edu for more information.)
October 2022

As our community eases into in-person events with sensitivity to changing pandemic safety, always check websites or call for updates before planning to attend anything listed here and for prayer services.

Saturday 1
Havdallah 7:58 p.m.
Torah Study: TBE. Weekly discussion of the Torah portion led by Rabbi Whinston 8:50 – 9:50 a.m.

Sunday 2
Tanya – Jewish Mysticism: Chabad. Delve into the basic text of Chassidism and discover the beauty and depth of Judaism. 11 a.m.
Teshuva Workshop: AARC. 8 p.m.

Monday 3
Mizrahi Prose and Poetry: Meet the Authors Tehil Hakimi, Sholom Halata, Amira Hess, Adi Keisaru, Matt Shemesh, Yoone. Learny is free. Virtual Zoom Registration: https://umimi.ch/6bty. 12 p.m.

Women's Torah Study: TBE. For questions, contact Cantor Regina Hayut at cantorhayut@ templebethelom.org. 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday 4
Erev Yom Kippur, fasting begins 6:53 p.m.
Candle Lighting 6:48 p.m. Ha' azinu

Wednesday 5
Yom Kippur, fast ends 7:51 p.m.

Thursday 6
Jewish Prayer: Finding Your Way Into The History, Meaning, and Spirituality: TBE. Join Rabbi Whinston for an ongoing exploration of the individual prayers that constitute the majority of our worship, from Shabbat to High Holy Days. 10:30 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.

Cantor's (Jewish) Book Club: TBE. Cantor Hayut leads discussion. 11 a.m.

Spirituality Book Club with Cantor Emerita Annie Rose: TBE. 12 p.m.

Backdoor Food Pantry Open: TBE. 4 – 7 p.m.
Talmud– Jewish Civil Law: Chabad. 8 p.m.

Friday 7
Candle Lighting 6:48 p.m. Ha'iluzim
Lunch & Learn with Rabbi Whinston: TBE. Bring your lunch and learn with Rabbi Whinston for an ongoing exploration of the individual prayers that constitute the majority of our worship, from Shabbat to High Holy Days. 10:30 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.

Cantor's (Jewish) Book Club: TBE. Cantor Hayut leads discussion. 11 a.m.

Spirituality Book Club with Cantor Emerita Annie Rose: TBE. 12 p.m.

Backdoor Food Pantry Open: TBE. 4 – 7 p.m.

Friday 14
Candle Lighting 6:36 p.m. Sukkot
Lunch & Learn with Rabbi Whinston: TBE. Bring your lunch and learn with Rabbi Whinston for an ongoing exploration of the individual prayers that constitute the majority of our worship, from Shabbat to High Holy Days. 10:30 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.

Cantor’s (Jewish) Book Club: TBE. Cantor Hayut leads discussion. 11 a.m.

Sukkah Hop: AAOM. 4 p.m.

LGBTQ Night in the Sukkah: AAOM. 4 p.m.

Twenty-five-minute Mindfulness with Rabbi Whinston: TBE. 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.

Sukkah Night in the Sukkah: TBE. 7 p.m.

Spirituality Book Club with Cantor Emerita Annie Rose: TBE. 7:30 p.m.

Tea and Torah for Women: Chabad. Reading the Torah may be easy, but understanding it is no simple matter – study of the text in the original, with the classical Rashi commentary: 8 p.m.

Monday 17
Sukkah Bubble: AAOM. 2 p.m.

Tuesday 22
Havdallah 7:35 p.m.
Torah Study: TBE. Weekly discussion of the Torah portion led by Rabbi Whinston 8:50 – 9:50 p.m.

Talmud Tuesdays w/ Rabbi Alter: TBE. 11 a.m. and 8 p.m.

Bereavement Group: TBE. For women who have lost a life partner: 4 p.m.

Tea and Torah for Women: Chabad. Reading the Torah may be easy, but understanding it is no simple matter – study of the text in the original, with the classical Rashi commentary: 8 p.m.

Women's Torah Study: TBE. For questions, contact Cantor Regina Hayut at cantorhayut@ templebethelom.org. 7:30 p.m.

Monday 24
Women's Torah Study: TBE. For questions, contact Cantor Regina Hayut at cantorhayut@ templebethelom.org. 7:30 p.m.


Rosh Chodesh Chavsh: Women's Rosh Hodesh Group: AARC. 8 p.m.

Wednesday 26
Rosh Hodesh Chavsh
Rosh Hodesh Online Minyan: Parades Hannah. 9 a.m.

Parsha Lunch and Learn: AARC. 12:30 to 1 p.m.

Yidish Tish Conversation & Reading Group: Every Wednesday, see above. 2 p.m.

Thursday 27
Jewish Prayer: Finding Your Way Into The History, Meaning, and Spirituality: TBE. Join Rabbi Whinston for an ongoing exploration of the individual prayers that constitute the majority of our worship, from Shabbat to High Holy Days. 10:30 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.

Cantor's (Jewish) Book Club: TBE. Cantor Hayut leads discussion. 11 a.m.

Backdoor Food Pantry Open: TBE. 4 – 7 p.m.

Meditation with Claire Weiner: TBE. 5 p.m.

Friday 28
Candle Lighting 6:15 p.m. Noach
Lunch & Learn with Rabbi Whinston: TBE. Bring your lunch and learn with Rabbi Whinston during this informal and social gathering. We explore different ideas throughout the year with participants guiding our subjects. 12 p.m.

Cantor's (Jewish) Book Club: TBE. Cantor Hayut leads discussion. 11 a.m.

Women Aging With Attitude: TBE. A group approach to embracing life's transitions: 1 p.m.


Backdoor Food Pantry Open: TBE. 4 – 7 p.m.

Aging Solo Monthly Meetup: JCC. 5 to 5 p.m.

Meditation with Claire Weiner: TBE. 5 p.m.

Talmud – Jewish Civil Law: Chabad. 8 p.m.

Friday 29
Candle Lighting 6:26 p.m. Bereishit
Lunch & Learn with Rabbi Whinston: TBE. Bring your lunch and learn with Rabbi Whinston during this informal and social gathering. We explore different ideas throughout the year with participants guiding our subjects. 12 p.m.

Cantor's (Jewish) Book Club: TBE. Cantor Hayut leads discussion. 11 a.m.

Women's Torah Study: TBE. For questions, contact Cantor Regina Hayut at cantorhayut@ templebethelom.org. 7:30 p.m.

Saturday 29
Havdallah 7:15 p.m. Torah Study: TBE. Weekly discussion of the Torah portion led by Rabbi Whinston 8:50 – 9:50 a.m.

Sunday 30
Tanya – Jewish Mysticism: Chabad. Delve into the basic text of Chassidism and discover the beauty and depth of Judaism. 11 a.m.

Monday 31
Women's Torah Study: TBE. For questions, contact Cantor Regina Hayut at cantorhayut@ templebethelom.org. 7:30 p.m.

Talmud Tuesdays w/ Rabbi Alter: TBE. 11 a.m. and 8 p.m.

Women's Rosh Hodesh Group: AARC. 8 p.m.

Wednesday 26
Rosh Hodesh Chavsh
Rosh Hodesh Online Minyan: Parades Hannah. 9 a.m.

Parsha Lunch and Learn: AARC. 12:30 to 1 p.m.

Yidish Tish Conversation & Reading Group: Every Wednesday, see above. 2 p.m.

Cantor's (Jewish) Book Club: TBE. Cantor Hayut leads discussion. 11 a.m.

Backdoor Food Pantry Open: TBE. 4 – 7 p.m.

Meditation with Claire Weiner: TBE. 5 p.m.

Talmud – Jewish Civil Law: Chabad. 8 p.m.

Friday 28
Candle Lighting 6:15 p.m. Noach
Lunch & Learn with Rabbi Whinston: TBE. Bring your lunch and learn with Rabbi Whinston during this informal and social gathering. We explore different ideas throughout the year with participants guiding our subjects. 12 p.m.

Cantor's (Jewish) Book Club: TBE. Cantor Hayut leads discussion. 11 a.m.

Women Aging With Attitude: TBE. A group approach to embracing life's transitions: 1 p.m.


Backdoor Food Pantry Open: TBE. 4 – 7 p.m.

Aging Solo Monthly Meetup: JCC. 5 to 5 p.m.

Meditation with Claire Weiner: TBE. 5 p.m.

Talmud – Jewish Civil Law: Chabad. 8 p.m.

Friday 29
Candle Lighting 6:26 p.m. Bereishit
Lunch & Learn with Rabbi Whinston: TBE. Bring your lunch and learn with Rabbi Whinston during this informal and social gathering. We explore different ideas throughout the year with participants guiding our subjects. 12 p.m.

Cantor's (Jewish) Book Club: TBE. Cantor Hayut leads discussion. 11 a.m.

Women's Torah Study: TBE. For questions, contact Cantor Regina Hayut at cantorhayut@ templebethelom.org. 7:30 p.m.

Saturday 29
Havdallah 7:15 p.m. Torah Study: TBE. Weekly discussion of the Torah portion led by Rabbi Whinston 8:50 – 9:50 a.m.

Serenity Shabbat: BIC. 9:30 a.m.

Sunday 30
Tanya – Jewish Mysticism: Chabad. Delve into the basic text of Chassidism and discover the beauty and depth of Judaism. 11 a.m.

Monday 31
Women's Torah Study: TBE. For questions, contact Cantor Regina Hayut at cantorhayut@ templebethelom.org. 7:30 p.m.

Talmud Tuesdays w/ Rabbi Alter: TBE. 11 a.m. and 8 p.m.

Women's Rosh Hodesh Group: AARC. 8 p.m.
Hazon convenes Jewish Climate Leadership Coalition: What are we going to do about it?

Carly Silverman, Hazon Detroit

On September 15, in a first-of-its-kind mobilization, 20 major Jewish organizations announced the formation of the Jewish Climate Leadership Coalition, which will bring together Jewish community leaders and organizations who recognize the existential threat and moral urgency of climate change and commit to taking action.

Hazon, the leading Jewish environmental organization, is convening the Jewish Climate Leadership Coalition in partnership with its 20 founding signatories. All Coalition members will develop and release Climate Action Plans by 2024, detailing climate actions they have taken to date and setting strategic goals for the coming year, including reducing greenhouse gas emissions through a variety of strategies and interventions, as well as multiplying impact in the areas of education, advocacy, and finance. Coalition members will receive support through peer networks and one-on-one consultation, and will be eligible for funding in the form of interest-free loans and matching grants through Hazon's new Jewish Climate Action Fund.

To date, 20 national and international Jewish organizations have signed onto the Climate Founding Statement, publicly articulating a bold consensus that collective climate action is necessary and that the Jewish community is responding. The founding partners (listed below) represent networks connecting the vast majority of North American Jewish institutions and with collective reach of hundreds of thousands of Jews each year.

Founding partners of the Jewish Climate Leadership Coalition include:

- Jewish Federations of North America
- ICOR (Organization for Jewish Colonization in Russia) and the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee.
- The Yiddish songs and music of the Jewish kolkhozes in the Kherson prairies attracted the attention of the great Ukrainian Jewish folklorist and ethnornarciologist, Moisei Beregovsky (1892-1961). For Beregovsky, the Yiddish song of the kolkhozes were truly the expression of the Jewish proletarians in Soviet Russia.
- Here is a song collected by Beregovsky from the 20-year old man taking a tractor maintenance and driving course in a kolkhoz in Kherson. The student singing about why a kolhoz in Kherson is better than the kibbutz in Palestine. The song was translated from Yiddish to English by Lyudmila Sholokhova, the Curator of the Dorot Jewish Collection Development at the New York Public Library.

ical support.

In 1806, 900 families with 4,500 individuals were enrolled for land in New Russia. The majority among them were from the cities of Vitebsk and Mogilev (in what is now Belarus), where new regulations prohibited Jewish residence.

Sixty families traveled more than 1,000 km with horses and buggies to get to the prairies of Kherson. The journey was brutal and dangerous and took four to five months. On the way many people got sick and some even died. Many among them lost most of their savings. Still, many didn’t give up their dreams for land of their own.

The new farmers started eight farming communities on the prairies of Kherson. Several among them were given Hebrew names. Perhaps the most famous among them was Sede Menucha and Nahar Tov (“Good River”), was another.

Fifty-three years later, in 1861, there were 21 Jewish farming communities in the Prairies of Kherson, with a population of approximately 17,000.

The Jewish farmers of the Kherson prairies kept in touch with Jews in Europe, the United States, and Palestine.

The Tzar’s idea was to move the Jews from the overcrowded, northernmost areas of the Pale of Settlement south to less populated areas in the Russian Empire, further from Russia’s major cities to the area known as New Russia, the territories in southern Ukraine which were captured by the Russians from the Cossacks and the Ottomans.

To entice Jews, the Tzar also offered financial

Halutzim of the prairies of Kherson Oblast

By Shifra Epstein

“At the end of days, all that will remain of the Russian Empire is a klayn berger mit a boymele/a small hill with a small tree” - R. Nachman in Siah Serafei Kodesh vol.3: p.108

The small farming village with the Hebrew name Sede Menucha/Field of Menucha is not a village or a kibbutz in Israel. It is one among eight farming villages founded by Russian Jews in the early 19th century in the region where the Russian invasion of Ukraine is today an important region of Ukraine.

As I write this article in mid-September, I hope that, with the current fighting in Ukraine, the historic territory of the Kherson Oblast, a province that touches the Black Sea just north of the Crimean Peninsula and is dissected by the Dniester River, is in the news as the region where the Russian invasion of Ukraine is being decisively repelled.

The history of the Jewish halutzim of the Prairies of Kherson and Southern Ukraine began in the early 1800s. The growing numbers of Jews living in inhume conditions under the Russian Empire, further from Russia’s major cities to the area known as New Russia, the territories in southern Ukraine which were captured by the Russians from the Cossacks and the Ottomans.

Here is a song collected by Beregovsky from the 20-year old man taking a tractor maintenance and driving course in a kolkhoz in Kherson. The student singing about why a kolkhoz in Kherson is better than the kibbutz in Palestine. The song was translated from Yiddish to English by Lyudmila Sholokhova, the Curator of the Dorot Jewish Collection Development at the New York Public Library.

A song about the kolkhoz

As soon as the Soviet power came, And on the kolkhoz fields [b] made me a peasant Working with plow and sheep Since in Kherson is of course better, I have a problem with Palestine: We are going to eat wheat and corn And the kolkhoz will eat figs World War II brought an end to the legacy of 155 years of the Jewish halutzim in the Prairies of Kherson. On September 7, 1941, the Germans gathered the farmers and ordered them in front of their farms. They were true halutzim who tried to survive sedition and antisemitism.

I hope that, with the current fighting in Kherson, my article will also serve as a memorial to the courageous Jewish halutzim and their farms in the Prairies of Kherson.
Living a life of holiness all year
Rabbi Aharon Goldstein, Chabad of Ann Arbor

The 10 days of teshuva (repentance) starts on Rosh Hashanah and ends on Yom Kippur. Rosh Hashanah begins on Sunday September 25. The 10 days of teshuva ends on Yom Kippur, Wednesday October 5.

There is something special about these 10 days of teshuva. To explain it, basically we can break it down into three elements: space, time, and people. Everything in this world is measured according to these limitations. When it comes to the holidays, these three themes are emphasized.

When the Jewish people gather together in the shul for the 10 days of teshuva, these three themes come together. Starting with being in a holy place — space — the shul — we have the presence of God more revealed than any other place in the world. Even though God is everywhere, the strongest revelation is in a synagogue. Everywhere else, God is concealed — but where is God revealed? — in a place close to God, but nevertheless, the 10 days of teshuva in a synagogue. Everywhere else, God is not revealed.

The purpose of this awakening that takes place during the 10 days of teshuva is not only that it should remain for those 10 days, but that the awakening should remain throughout the rest of the year. Every day of the year we should have a taste of this awakening that we had during the High Holy Days. This is the reason why, during these 10 days, we have a special awakening because the purpose of this awakening is that it should last throughout the year — it shouldn’t remain an island of time and space unto itself, but rather extended throughout the remainder of the year.

This is what our rabbis tell us in Pirke Avot (The Ethics of our Fathers) that if we do God’s will, God will do our will. Meaning to say that if we submit ourselves to God during these 10 days of teshuva, then God will give us what we need throughout the year. God will not only provide for our spiritual needs, but for our physical needs as well.

This is also expressed in the prayer that the High Priest does on the day of Yom Kippur. Because on the day of Yom Kippur, we have these three aspects coming together; the holiest day of the year (time), the holiest place (the Temple), and the holiest person (The High Priest). So, all three come together on the day of Yom Kippur. What does the High Priest do on this holy day? He prays that everyone should have whatever they need — not only their spiritual needs but also their physical needs — that’s in the prayer of the High Priest on the Holy Day.

This is the idea that we learn from Rosh Hashana, Yom Kippur and the 10 days of teshuva — to take this holiness and spread it throughout the year — so that the whole, entire year we should live a life of holiness. I’d like to take this opportunity to wish everyone a Shanah Tovah — to have a good year — to be inscribed in the book of Life and Health and Wealth — and that all of us should see this in a practical, down-to-earth level such that whatever excited us and inspired us during the 10 days of teshuva, we should spread out throughout the year to live an inspired and holy life.

Challenges and joys of aging solo
Jewish Family Services of Washtenaw County

In the United States, Europe, and Canada, 27–28% of people over 60 live alone. That is almost twice as many as in the other 160 countries studied by the Pew Research Center. Our pocket of the Western world is no exception. Here in Washtenaw County, 27.6% of people over 60 are aging solo. But numbers alone do not paint a full picture of solo agers, nor is the path to living alone during post-retirement years a linear or one-size-fits-all scenario. These figures do invite us to recognize the diversity of paths taken by individuals in this category.

Jewish Family Services of Washtenaw County’s Congregation-Based Social Worker, Rebecca Niebuurt, has been fortunate to work with several individuals in our community who have shared their experiences of aging alone. They, and the many others she has worked with over her years in social work, have helped her understand the importance of this topic and the benefit of involving multiple voices in discussing the unique decision-making, challenges, and freedoms that come with aging solo. To further the conversation, JFS, in partnership with Temple Beth Emeth and Beth Israel Congregation, are proud to announce “Aging Solo, a Monthly Meet-up” generously hosted at the Jewish Community Center every third Thursday from 4–5 p.m. from October–May.

All individuals who are “aging solo” are welcome to join for topic-driven open discussion and afternoon nosh. The open group will have opportunities to present ideas, pose questions, and provide support to one another.

Please look to templebethemeth.org or jfsannarbor.org/transforming-aging for further details and updates.
Obituaries

Allen S. Ehrlich, PhD of Ann Arbor, passed away on Friday, August 19, 2022. Born in 1936 in Cincinnati to Sam and Minnie Ehrlich, Allen attended Walnut Hills High School and the University of Cincinnati. He went on to earn a Master's degree from the University of Minnesota and a PhD in anthropology from the University of Michigan. After nearly 40 years as Professor of Anthropology and Sociology he retired from Eastern Michigan University. Allen's love for teaching and for his students culminated in his receipt of the Distinguished Professor of Teaching award in 2002. Allen was the beloved husband of Karen Brown Ehrlich and younger brother to Fradie Ehrlich Kramer. He was an adoring uncle of Ruth (Asher) Ostrin, Dan (Judy) Mogul-Kramer, Mary (the late, Jerry) Rabinowitz, and Sam (Roberta) Kramer, and of 7 great-nieces and nephews and 8 great-great nieces and nephews. Allen loved spending time with Karen, friends and family in Northern Michigan, listening to the music of Pete Seeger, Bob Dylan and Joan Baez, and going to movies and live music events. Allen had a quick wit, great intellect and boundless warmth. He was a true mensch.

Wilma Katz, 94, of Columbus, Ohio, formerly from West Bloomfield and Oak Park, Michigan, died on August 8, 2022. Beloved wife of the late Abe Katz. Dear mother of Beverly (Michael) Katz Kahn and Marsha (David) Katz Edson. Devoted grandmother of Seth Kahn, Bob (Megan) Kahn and Jessica (Jason Greenhut) Katz Edson and honorary grandmother to the Grey children. Devoted great-grandmother of Adam and Elijah Edson Greenhut. Cherished sister of the late Elliott Folbe and the late Miriam Kuinn.

Bob was born in Bronx, NY on January 7, 1930, where he grew up. He met his wife, Charlene, when she fell into his arms on the stairs of an art museum, a love celebrated this past year with their 70th wedding anniversary. An academic biochemist and biophysicist, he received his Bachelor of Science degree from the University of Missouri, Masters of Science from the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, and a PhD in Biochemistry from Brandeis University. He then settled in Ann Arbor, where he and Charlene raised a family. Bob was Professor in the Department of Biological Chemistry University of Michigan, 50 years of laboratory research and teaching. His academic legacy includes numerous former students and fellows.

While he took pride in his academic career and associated accomplishments, Bob's greatest skill was that of a storyteller. Every story, whether an anecdote from his training, a recollection from his childhood or a favorite food from a previous travel experience was shared with a warm smile and accompanied by a twinkle in his eye. Bob's world-wide academic collaborations and friendships led him and Charlene to travel extensively in Europe, Scandinavia, Canada, the former Soviet Union, Israel, and South America. He loved to laugh at his own jokes. His family was his greatest joy, particularly his grandchildren with whom he shared his largest gourmet and, if they were lucky, part of his dessert. He will be missed by all.

The family would like to thank the staff of Cottage 2, Home 2 at the Jewish Home of Rochester for their loving care. Donations may be made in Bob's memory to Beth Israel Congregation in Ann Arbor Michigan (https://www.bethisrael-aa.org), or the Bronx High School of Science Alumni Labs Fund (https://giving.bsxscience.edu/donation).


The family would like to thank the staff of Chabad House: 715 Hill Street, 734-995-2527, jewwinc.com Frankel Center: 202 S. Thayer St., Isla umich.edu/judaic/ Jewish Community Center (JCC): 2935 Birch Hollow Drive, 745-971-0990, jccan narbor.org Jewish Cultural Society (JCS): 2935 Birch Hollow Drive, 734-975-9872, jewishcultur alsoycity.org Jewish Family Services (JFS): 2245 South State Street, 734-769-0209, jfsannarbor.org Jewish Federation: 2935 Birch Hollow Drive, 734-677-0100, jfsannarbor.org Pardes Hannah: 2010 Washtenaw Ave, Ann Arbor, MI, 95 , of West Bloomfield, Michigan, died on August 21, 2022. Beloved husband of 70 years of the late Florence Sachs Finkelstein. Cherished father of James (Elonra Austell) Finkelstein, Martha (Dr. Lionel Finkelstein, 95, of West Bloomfield, Michigan, died on August 21, 2022. Beloved husband of 70 years of the late Florence Sachs Finkelstein. Cherished father of James (Elonra Austell) Finkelstein, Martha (Dr. Eric) Young, Amy (Andrew) Dick, and the late Dr. Judith Kashtan. Dear father-in-law of Dr. Clifford Kashtan. Proud grandfather of Aaron, Paula, and Sarah Kashtan, Ian, Alexander, and Olivia Finkelstein, Rebecca (Ben) Krakauer, Julia (Alex Smelson) Young, Samuel (Stephanie Bellissimo) Young, and Rachel, Bridget, and Penelope Dick. Adoring grand-grandfather of Toby and Phoebe Krakauer. Loving brother of the late Lillian Gold and the late Sylvia Chover. Dear brother-in-law of Helen Glick. Also survived by his special friend, Pam Opperer, his devoted caregivers, Pam Brown and Domini que Peters, and many loving relatives, colleagues, and a world of friends.

Simchas and Sorrows

The Washtenaw Jewish community sends condolences to:


The Washtenaw Jewish community sends mazel tovs to:

Cheryl and Mark Good on the birth of their granddaughter, Eleanor Leigh, daughter of Alan and Hannah Good and great granddaughter of the late Phyllis and Leslie Werbel.

Kenneth and Jane Lieberthal on the marriage of their son, Geoffrey Lieberthal, and Sasha Cohen who were married on September 16 in Aspen, CO.
GRAND RE-OPENING UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP

5151 PLYMOUTH ROAD IN DIXBORO

MOON WINKS CAFÉ

BUILDING COMMUNITY ONE SIP AT A TIME, JOIN US!

COFFEE, BREAKFAST BAGELS, PASTRIES, SOUP, SALADS, SANDWICHES, CHEESECAKE, ICE CREAM, MILK SHAKES, MALTS, VEGAN AND GLUTEN FREE ITEMS!

NEW HOURS
TUE - FRI 6AM - 6PM,
SAT 8AM-4PM
SUN 8AM-4PM

VENDORS

HYPERTON
COFFEE CO

GUERNSEY
FARMS DAIRY

$5.00 off
Any $25 Purchase

Free Shipping
www.etsy.com/shop/zemyck

BUILDING COMMUNITY ONE SIP AT A TIME, JOIN US!

5151 PLYMOUTH ROAD IN DIXBORO

MOON WINKS CAFÉ

BUILDING COMMUNITY ONE SIP AT A TIME, JOIN US!

COFFEE, BREAKFAST BAGELS, PASTRIES, SOUP, SALADS, SANDWICHES, CHEESECAKE, ICE CREAM, MILK SHAKES, MALTS, VEGAN AND GLUTEN FREE ITEMS!

NEW HOURS
TUE - FRI 6AM - 6PM,
SAT 8AM-4PM
SUN 8AM-4PM

VENDORS

HYPERTON
COFFEE CO

GUERNSEY
FARMS DAIRY

$5.00 off
Any $25 Purchase

Free Shipping
www.etsy.com/shop/zemyck
Have you heard?
Ahead of the Curve is now Senior Resource Connect

We’re changing our name to better serve you.

Our name has changed, but our vision, values, and dedication to the community have not.


- Searchable senior resource directory with over 500 local resources.
- Learn how to support your aging relatives, neighbors, and customers.
- Not sure where to start? Take our resource quiz.

Do your part to make Washtenaw County a more aging-friendly community by visiting our new website!

SeniorResourceConnectMI.org
Or call us at (734) 971-9781 (opt. 8).
Thank you!

WE RECOGNIZE THE GREATER ANN ARBOR L’DOR V’DOR CIRCLE, WHO HAVE COMMITTED TO THE FUTURE OF THE GREATER ANN ARBOR JEWISH COMMUNITY WITH A LEGACY GIFT TO ONE OR MORE OF THE 11 PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS IN OUR COMMUNITY.

LISTING AS OF AUGUST 31, 2022

Joelle Abramowitz
Ellen and David (z’l) Abramson
Dr. Jeremy & Robbie Silb Adler
Carole & Herb Aronson (z’l)
Rav Jared & Sant Anstandig
Harlene (z’l) & Henry Appelman
Levana & Stephen Aronson
Brad & Rina Avetisian
Richard & Deborah Ball
Benny & Barb Banet
Ruth Bardstein & Jim Roll
Laurie & Jeff Barnett
Dr. Adam & Tali Baruch
Leila Bash
Marc L. Kessler
Igor & Angela Keselman
Ralph Katz & Deborah Scott Katz
Matt Kaplan & Caroline Helton
Leslie H. Kamil
Reuvain Israel
Eileen & Saul Hymans
Jill Hunsberger
Carol & Gideon Hoffer
Samuel Hirsch & Marti Walsh
Phyllis & David Heilveil
Richard Goldszer
Peter & Hanna Goldstein
Alexander Gottle (z”l)
Stephen Grand (z”l)
Shelley & Robert Grebel
Karra Greenberg & Joshua Pincus
Tony Greenberg & Family
Jayson & Laurie Greenberg
Susan & Barry Gross
Josef Guberman
Daryl & Monroe (z’l) Hafter
Jeff Halter & Ellen Halter
Steven & Joyce Hamel
Hillary (z”l) & Ken Handwerger
Maurice & David Hannon
Susan Harris (z”l)
Bobbi & David Heilveil
Phyllis & David Heilveil
Samuel Hirsch & Marti Walsh
Carol & Gideon Hoffer
Cindee J. Howard
Jill Hunsberger
Eileen & Saul Hymans
Ruevain Israel
Jacob Ikin
Leslie H. Kamil
Matt Kaplan & Caroline Helton
Ralph Katz & Deborah Scott Katz
Igor & Angela Keselman
Marc L. Keisler
Beth Kirschner
Steve & Shira Klein
Mark Kolms and Maria Abrahamsen
Jeremy & Marie-Adele Kress
Philip & Syrna Krool
Jessica (z”l) Alexander & Bruce Kutnisky
Cantor Regina & Mr. Avishay Hayut
Pamela & Stephen Landau
Wendy & Ted Lawrence
Judie & Jerry Lax
Steven Leber & Dina Shultz
Evan Caminker & Stacey Lee
Donald & Julia Levitt
Alan Levy and Susan Pollans
Carolyn Lichter
Carolyn & Paul Lichter
Eve S. Lichter
Eva & Alan Lichter
Arthur & Karen Lindenberg
Robin & Rod Little
Ellen & Philip Lorang
Beth & Jonathan Lowe
Joan Lowenstein & Jonathan Trobe
Marty & Kathy Ludington
Donna & Michael Maddin
Nancy & Phil (z”l) Margolis
Betsy Yvonne Mark
Jack & Cathy Marshall
Irwin and Fran Martin
Ed Stein & Pat McEuen
Steve Merritt
Paul Meter
Tamara Meyeroxich
Randy Milgrom
Newell & Myrna (z”l) Miller
Doug & Mirel
Douglas Moffat
Bruce & Gayle Moyer
Hillary Murt & Bruce Friedman
Barry Nemon & Barbara Stark-Nemon
Sharon & Chuck Newman
Brian Norton & Stephanie Schechner
Maryellen S. Oberman, Ph.D.
Martha Oleinick
Stephen & Elizabeth Palmers
William & JoAnn Parcus
Vicki Patraka
Dorothy & Edith Peltz (z”l)
Karra Greenberg & Joshua Pincus
Joshua Pokempner & Gretchen Gardner
Robin & Joe Pollak
Mali Resnik
Reytsman
Steve & Kathy Rhodes
Dr. & Mrs. Shmuel Rohde
Cantor Annie Rose
Howard M. Rosen
DRS. MONICA & BEN ROSEN
ANDREW & MARC ROSENBERG
JUDY & ERIC ROSENBERG
PRUE & AMI (z”l) ROSENTHAL
HOWARD & LISA SAULLES
ROBERT & KATHLEEN SAVIT
BRIAN & MARGOT SCAPARO
SKIP AND LYNN SCHRAYER
DVORA SCHULMAN
ART & MARY SCHUMAN
DAVID SCHUMAN
DR. JASON M. SWALDB & DR. SAMANTHA K. HENDREN
DIANE & LARRY SEGULL IN MEMORY OF EVA & SIGGUL (z”l)
SUSAN SEFANDSY & DAVID GOLDSTEIN
DEBRA CHOPP & GILL SELFED
RONALD K. SHAPIRO
MARTIN B. & MARYANN T. SHICHTMAN
RHONDA & STUART SIMON
ELAINE & BOB SIMS
BRANDY SINCO
SUSAN & LARRY SLABOTSKY
CAROL SMOKLER
ARTHUR & ELIZABETH SOLOMON
SHMUEL SOLOYEV
TAMAR SPRINGER AND STEVE STANCOFF
MICHELLE STERN-SAMBERG & WARREN SAMBERG
DAVE & TARA STONE
BOB STONE
JOSHUA & MARCU SUKENIC
LARRY & ROBERTA TANKANOW
EVA E. TAYLOR (z”l)
HARRIED BAKELER & ED TOBES
JLNE & NORMAN TYLER
FREDDA UNANGST
DIANE K. & AMIRAM VINOKUR
CADY VISHNIA
RACHEL & LOGAN WALL
LAURA A. WALLACE
AVI WASSERMAN
MARSHALL WEINBERG
MARThA WEINTRAUB AND PETER SMITH
ELISE I. WEISBACH
H & L. WEINBERG (z”l)
ZHIZUA & WEIDSTE (z”l)
RABBI JOSH & SARAH WHINSTON
DONNA WINKELMAN
DIANE AND HOWARD WOHL
ALON YAFFE & LISA INOUE
SUZANNE & ELAINE YEGLIC
MARTHA & ERIC YOUNG
DAVID ZIMET
BOB ZUCKER & KRES FREEARK
ANONYMOUS

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON HOW TO CREATE YOUR OWN JEWISH LEGACY, CONTACT THE ANN ARBOR LIFE & LEGACY MANAGER OSNAT GAFNI-PAPPAS AT OSNAT@JEWISHANNARBOR.ORG OR (734) 773-3538.